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Carlson adminstration imposes cuts
By STUART JOHNSON
Winonan Staff

Bemidji
Several Bemidji State University campus groups have
joined together to gather names
of past and present BSU students who are in the war in the
Persian Gulf. The groups will
then send each of them a care
package.
The care packages will include food, the BSU student
newspaper and other reminders of BSU and Minnesota.
So far 17 current BSU students are in the Persian Gulf.

Students attending Minnesota
higher education institutions may
face a tuition increase of up to 50
percent as part of the state budget
reform imposed by the newly-elected
governor, Arne Carlson.
That tuition increase would be part
of Carlson's plan for contending with
a $1.2 billion budget shortfall over
the next two years.
Carlson is already dealing with
the current year's shortfall. On Jan.
28, the Minnesota legislature passed
his proposed $14 million budget cut
from higher education for the remainder of this year.
The 50 percent tuition increase and
additional cuts have been proposed
for the next two years. Those cuts
could exceed $68 million.
According to Senator Steve Morse,

"If we get cuts of this magnitude, we will be amputating
limbs off the system; this could include closing institutions and certainly means thousands of students would
be unable to afford the cost of a college education."

Steve Morse

those cuts are certain to have a dramatic impact on the entire higher
education system. The proposed cuts
equal the annual budget of a single
institution. Members of Morse's staff
say Carlson's campaign promise to
hold down the cost of higher education tuition is unlikely to be fulfilled.
In conjunction with the tuition
increase, a $3.1 million cut in stateissued grants has also been proposed.

The state has a substantial reserve
account, but these funds are set aside
for managing unanticipated shocks
to the economy.
Sen. Morse commented on
Carlson's proposal.
"If we get cuts of this magnitude,
we will be amputating limbs off the
system; this could include closing
institutions and certainly means
thousands of students would be un-

able to afford the cost of a college
education."
Morse urges students to act.
"Students must contact the
governor's office in the next two
weeks if they are concerned about
this issue. This is the time they are
making decisions. Once the proposal
reaches the legislature, it may be too
late for (student) input."
Ann Burfeind, co-chair of the
MSUSA legislative affairs committee, agrees.
She said, "My estimation is that
immediate student input on this issue is imperative if students want to
change these proposals. The state
student Lobby Day on Feb. 13 is an
excellent opportunity to do just that.
Students can also call or write letters
to the governor expressing their
concerns."
Budget cuts will also affect the
faculty and administration.There has

been a freeze on hiring new staff
members. This freeze has a direct
impact on a number of departments.
One of these is the political science
department, which is searching for a
replacement for a professor who left
last year.
'This problem disrupts the cohesion of the curriculum as each faculty
member tends to concentrate in a
particular area," Professor Yogesh
Grover, member of the department's
search committee, said. "This creates
a hole in the department in which the
students suffer most."
Statewide, capital improvements
have also taken a back scat. Those
already in progress, such as WSU's
Stark Hall, the new engineering facility, will be completed. But hopes for

See cuts, page 3

Students left homeless

Marshall
The Southwest State University administration's plans
to renovate the student study
lounge on the second floor of
the library has students upset.
Many student petitions
protesting the plan are currently circulating.
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American
Red Cross

Moorhead
State
University's vice president of
student affairs held a meeting
for all MSU Arab students to
inform them of their rights if
they are harassed due to the
war in the Persian Gulf.
Police officers also spoke at
the meeting last Thursday.
About 40 students attended.
Firefighter Art Johns speaks with a member of the Winona Area Red Cross about
retrieving personal items from the house at 65 West Broadway. Nine WSU students lived

St© Cloud
An Iraqi professor at St.
Cloud State University says
Saddam Hussein is "crazy'
and that he doesn't have any
supporters in Iraq.
Dr. Abbas Mehdi, an assistant professor of sociology,
said, "Nobody (in Iraq) supports Hussein. He is dangeraus and he is a dictator."
Mehdi said he feels caught
in the middle of the war because he feels a loyalty to both
countries.
Mehdi said he is pleased
that the attacks on Iraq have
not been on civilians.
"I'm worried about my
country and the people in Iraq.
I'm worried about the future
of Iraq."

Weather
Oh Ya!

Winona area
Thursday: Clear skies
High of 15-19
Friday:

Chance of light snow
Highs of 15
Low of -5

Weekend: Warming trend
High of 35
Low of 15-19

Information provided by the
National Weather Service

Rob H. Sklenar/Winonan Staff
in the house which was destroyed by fire early last Thursday morning. The Red Cross
has been h,elping the students since the fire.

Students to vote on war referendum
By REBECCA A. GEHRTS
News Editor

Winona State University students
will have a chance to nonviolently
and anonymously voice their opinions on the Persian Gulf war. They
will be asked to vote on a student
senate referendum Feb. 5.
The referendum avoids taking a
stand either for or against the war,
but rather presents the negative effects the war has on education. •
The resolution was initially introduced at the Jan. 23 senate meeting
by Ann Burfeind. Her hope was to
have the senate itself vote on the
resolution. Instead, a motion to send
the resolution to referendum for a
student vote was passed. One stipulation of that motion was the withdrawal of an earlier resolution asking
the senate to take a stand against the
war.
Ching D. Ting, senate vice-president/ said, "Ann wanted the senate to
represent the voice of the students.
She wanted it to go on record that the
student senate doesn't support the
threat that the war has on the students."
The senate, however, felt differently, according to Ting.
"We (the senate) felt we should be ,
neutral on the issue," he said. "We
would not be representing the whole
student body if we took a stand on it."
Even after the referendum goes to
vote, Ting said the senate will remain
neutral.
"The referendum will speak for
itself," he said. "That will be the final
say."
He added, however, that it will be
difficult to predict what will happen
after the vote.
"You never know what will hap-

Two senators resign over 'principles'
By REBECCA A. GEHRTS
News Editor

The Persian Gulf war has brought
a flood of conflict to the Winona State
University campus, including the
resignation of two outspoken student
senators. Ann Burfeind and Heather
Smith resigned over what they called
"principles" at last week's Jan. 24
meeting.
During the meeting, Burfeind introduced a resolution that opposed
the negative effects the war had on
education. Her hope was that the
senate would take a stand on the
issue. Instead, the senate voted to
send the issue to referendum for a
student vote. Burfeind was disappointed.
"Sure, I want the students to vote
on this," she said, "but I felt very
strongly that the senate should voice
its opinion on it."
Smith also was deflated by the
senate's lack of action.
"I think it's a shame that it has to
pen," he said. "Maybe another group
will introduce a different resolution
that we support the troops in the Gulf
or something. You never know."
Voting for the referendum will
take place in three places on Feb. 5:
students on food service can vote in
the West Cafeteria; students not on
food service can vote in the lower
hyphen of sKryzsko Commons; and
residents of the College of St. Teresa
campus can vote at the CST cafeteria.

Ann Burfelnd
go to referendum for students to have
their voices heard," she said.
The resolution itself was milder
than one introduced a wea earlier
that asked the senate to oppose the

Heather Smith
war. The new resolution, authored
by Burfcind, instead asked the senate
to oppose the negative effects the war
has on education.
"This resolution is very pro-edu-

Students must present their I.D.s to
vote.
The referendum reads as follows,
and students will have the option of
voting "Agree" or "Disagree."

• Whereas: The WSUSA has
the responsibility to communicate to
the general public the sentiment of
the students on issues that affect students;

• Whereas: The Winona State
University Student Association was
given, by the power of election, the
jurisprudence to relay the sentiment
of the students;

• Whereas: The WSUSA supports all personnel involved in the
Persian Gulf war and desires for their
safe return;

cation," Burfeind said. "The idea of it
is that we're all students. It stresses
what we have in common instead of
our differences."
Smith explained, "We decided to
go for more of a middle ground approach. After all, we all support the
troops themselves; we all support
education; we all want this war to
end soon."
Despite the milder version, the
senate still refused to vote. Later in
the meeting, both senators resigned
their positions, citing the senate's lack
of representation as their reason.
Smith said, "We had to make a
judgment call. It was either not let the
students' voices be heard or let it go
to referendum."
Both agreed that the decision was
not an easy one.
"It was a tough call to make," Smith

See resignations, page 3

lieves it is appropriate for the students at WSU to host and partake in
informational meetings, panel discussions and other events to further
their education on the war in the
Persian Gulf region;

See referendum, page 2
• Whereas: The WSUSA be-
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Preregistration should be faster

Briefs

Thorn: non-consecutive days will
give deans time to meet demands

WSU Choral Union looking for singers

By BECKY MILTON
Winonan Staff

WSU music professor Dr. Harry Mechell announced that recruitment
is underway for the Choral Union, a group of singers consisting of WSU's
Concert Choir and any interested faculty, staff, or community members.
This year's group will perform Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart's "Vesperae
Solennes de Confessore," a six-movement set of motets accompanied by
orchestra. The performance will be given at 4 p.m. April 14 on the
Mainstage of WSU's Performing Arts Center.
Also on the program will be a fully-staged performance of Mozart's
one-act comic opera, "The Impresario," which Choral Union members
will be able to watch, featuring the university's student opera workshop.
Because of the great success of last year's Choral Union and the
popularity of Mozart's music, Mechell anticipates many interested singers.
Since the stage capacity is limited to 125 singers, Mechell encourages
interested parties to contact him as soon as possible at (507) 457-5255.

Winona State University is holding preregistration on nonconsecutive
days to help better serve students.
"The deans of each college now have the option to respond with new
course selections during the registration process," Dave Thorn, accounts
receivable director, said. "It's an attempt to let them try to respond to the
demand for certain classes."
He explained, "For example, if many sections of 'Freshman Composition I' closed by the third day and many of the 'Freshman Composition II'
classes were still open, the deans could close some of the 'Comp II' classes
and switch the teachers to 'Comp I."
Deans will use comprehensive reports from the on-line system, which
contain information like the number of students enrolled in each class, to
help determine if their department schedule needs adjusting and how to do
it.
"Because of the gaps in the preregistration days, they will try to react to
the situation during preregistration," Thorn said.
The two- or three-day gaps between each session seem longer because
of the weekends, he said.
"The last days have more time between them because that is when more
classes are generally needed," Thorn said.
Another new part of preregistration will be felt but not seen. A new piece
of equipment will allow the terminals to work faster so time waiting in line
will decrease.
"At the end of January, the university put a Data Communication
Processor (DCP) on the computer system," Thorn said, "which effectively
allows our main data line here to communicate with the one in St. Cloud,
the central computer site, about four times faster than what we were
operating up until now."
Before, other areas of communication had to be shut down to accommodate preregistration.
"We should see no interception of other university business now,"
Thorn said. "Students will not personally see that it is four times faster, but
there will be less waiting in line. Lines for the printers will be generally
shorter than for the terminals, although both should be very quick."
Thorn said the only limitations now are keyers' speed, since for the first
time terminals will be faster than keyers, and limiting the time of students
talking with keyers.
"We need them (students) to just turn in their program sheets and go to
the printing stations," said Thorn. "Talking takes time away from keying
and it will make the lines longer."
The format of six terminals and three printers will remain the same.
Thorn said some small "cosmetic" changes have been made to the
computers, such as showing more of the course title on the program.
"People don't realize on-line has only been here a year," Thorn said.
"Spring is our first anniversary of on-line. If you think of it that way, it's
quite a change."

Aviation ground school offered
A Recreational/Private Pilot FAA-certified aviation ground school
course will begin March 16, 1991 at Winona State University. The class
meets Mondays and Wednesdays from 7 to 10 p.m. in Pasteur Hall Room
101.
Successful completion of the course enables students to earn six hours
of university credit and help to pass the written examinations for either
the new recreational pilot or private pilot certifications given by the
Federal Aviation Administration.
Topics included in the course are basic meteorology, communications,
federal regulations, safety, radio navigation and aerodynamics. Instructor is Dr. George Bolon, WSU professor of physics and FAA airline
transport pilot and examiner.
Rated pilots who wish to review their training and keep current are
also encouraged to attend this course.
Registration may be completed at the first class meeting on March 11
at 8 p.m. For more information, contact the physics department at Winona
State University at (507) 457-5260.

'91-92 Financial aid packets available
The Family Financial Statement packets for the 1991-92 academic
school year are available in the Financial Aid Office, 108 Somsen and the
Student Senate Office in Kryzsko Commons.
For priority consideration, applications should be postmarked to ACT
no later than April 1, 1991. Applications should include information from
a completed 1990 tax return.
Students who have a complete and accurate application on file by May
15, 1991, are generally assured that their aid will be available at the start
of the school year.
All applications which become complete after May 15 will be processed on a rolling basis and financial aid checks scheduled throughout
the quarter.

Referendum

higher education, the mental strain
put upon students, faculty and staff
and most importantly the potential
to lose members of the campus community to the war;

Continued from page 1

Nellie Stone applications accepted
Applications are now being accepted for eight Nellie Stone Johnson
scholarships that will be awarded to Minnesota State University System
students of color in the 1991-92 academic year. The deadline for receipt of
applications is April 15.
Minnesota state university students of color who are members of
organized labor, or whose family members belong to labor unions, are
eligible for the $1,000 renewable scholarships. Applicants must be enrolled in an undergraduate degree program and meet the admissions
standards of the Minnesota state university where the scholarship will be
used.
Since the scholarship program began two years ago, six students have
received scholarships and two students have had their scholarships
renewed in the second year.
As a result of the Nov. 15, 1990 fund raising dinner, the Nellie Stone
Johnson Scholarship Committee has surpassed its initial goal of raising
$50,000 for the endowment fund. Another fund raising event will be held
this fall to ensure that scholarship monies will be available for more
students in the future.
The Nellie Stone Johnson Program is part of the Minnesota State
University System's cultural diversity initiative, one goal of which is to
recruit and retain students of color at the seven state universities. The
scholarship is named after Minnesota State University Board member
Nellie Stone Johnson, a long-time civil rights and labor leader.
The Minnesota state universities are located at Bemidji, Mankato,
Marshall (Southwest State), Minneapolis - St. Paul (Metropolitan State),
Moorhead, St. Cloud and Winona.

Tuesday Special:
Beers & Burgers 6-9

The Persian Gulf
• Whereas:
war has a negative effect on the educational and social environment of
WSU through the loss of monetary
educational support;
The Persian Gulf
• Whereas:
war has a negative effect upon WSU
through the loss of public interest in
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WINONA, MN
204 West 2nd Street

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
Famous U.S. Women's Ski Team Diet
During the non-snow off season the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
members used the "Ski Team" diet to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. That's right —
20 pounds in 14 days! The basis of the diet is chemical food action and was devised
by a famous Colorado physician especially for the U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy
is maintained (very important!) while reducing. You keep "full" —no starvation
— because the diet is designed that way. Its a diet that is easy to follow whether
you work, travel or stay at home.
This is. honestly, a fantastically successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S.
Women's Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it! Right? So, give yourself the
same break the U.S. Ski Team gets. Lose weight the scientific, proven way. Even
if you've tried all the other diets, you owe it to yourself to try the U.S. Women's Ski
Team Diet. That is, if you really do want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. Order
today. Tear this out as a reminder.
Send only 510.00 ($10.50 for Rush Service) - to: SllmQulk, P.O.Box 103,
Dept. 2R, Hayden, ID 83835. Don't order unless you want to lose 20 pounds in
two weeks! Because that's what the Ski Team Diet will do. 0 1990
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worker takes her schedule at pre -registration Monday.

Tett that someone how
much you care...
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Wednesday Specials:
3 Tap Beers for 1 money
Big Chuck Burger $1.50
Special mug prices
NO COVER
Thursday Specials:
Swamp Water
Long Island Iced Tea
Kami Kaze Shots
Strawberry Strippers
Special mug prices

WSUSA
• Therefore: The
stands opposed to the negative effects resulting from the Persian Gulf
war and urges the university to continue to stress the needs of theuniversity at the state and national level and
recognize that war is not beneficial to
students and universities.

Carol Dose/Photo Editor

Andrea Larson, senior individual major, waits as a registration
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EAST CAFE
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1991 BSN
STUDENTS.

4141 e

1991
VIENNA, AUSTRIA
International Business Institute

SUMMER PROGRAM

Enter the Air Force
immediately after graduation — without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Get a head start in the
Air Force. Call
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
COLLECT
(612) 331-8216

142 raw.:

Informational Meetings:
February 4 & 7, 1991 -- 4:00 p.m.
Morris Hall - Room 208
Mankato State University

Study In:

Vienna, Austria
Krakow, Poland
Budapest, Hungary

Sponsored By:
The Minnesota State University System
For More Information Call:
The International Business Institute At
507-389-1600 or 800-722-0544
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Students who ride shuttle bus
to Rochester need alternative

Playing the numbers game

By DENISE BZOSKIE
Editor-in-Chief

11 riders, and the presentation of the we could send the budget request
back," Lohmann added.
request.
Although the particulars area little
According to Lohmann, next
Students who ride the shuttle between Winona State University and year's budget proposal for the Roch- unclear between both senates, thebus
the Rochester Center will have to look ester Center senate did not include has been discontinued and students
who ride the
the shuttle, since
for a new ride this spring.
shuttle bus will
At its Jan. 16 meeting, the WSU students weren't
have to find
student senate voted against a $1,500 sure they were
rides else"What we are going to try
budget request to keep the shuttle going to be runwhere.
bus going for the remainder of winter ning the system
to do is No. 1, try to assist
"What we
quarter. That vote led to the again.
them in the finding car
aregoing to try
Grape said,
discontinuation of the service, which
to do is No.
"In an original
runs Mondays through Thursdays.
pools; and No. 2, start a
one, try to asHowever, the service was tempo- budget proposal
car pool board."
sist them in the
rarily rescued by the Rochester Cen- to the Activity
finding car
ter student senate at its Jan. 29 meet- Fund Disbursepools; and No.
ing. The senate decided to pull from ment Committee
Russ Lohmann
two, start a car
the Rochester student activity fees to (AFDC), they
pool board,"
continue the service up to the start of (Rochester CenLohmann said.
ter senate) had
winter quarter finals.
The car pool board would assist
"The Rochester Center senate de- cut out the bus, saying they had a
cided to eliminate the service because reserve for it. . . Lohmann went not onlystudents who commute between WSU and the Rochester Cenof the level of ridership and theaction around the issue."
Lohmann said, however, there ter, but those who comifiute to Rochby the WSU senate not to financially
support the ridership," Russ have may have been a misunder- ester from other areas as well,
Lohmann, student service coordina- standing. He doesn't recall saying Lohmann said.
Last February the WSU senate
the Rochester Center senate was
tor at the Rochester Center, said.
Jennifer Grape, WSU student sen- planning to take the money out of a faced a similar dilemma when the
service had to be cut to a Monday
ate treasurer, said the reason the re- reserve.
"We may have been reserving the through Thursday route due to
quest failed at the senate meeting
was the low ridership, approximately right that if the shuttle were needed, problems in funding and ridership.
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Local students travel to
D.C. to attend peace rally
By STUART JOHNSON
Winonan Staff

Winona State University students
joined hundreds of thousands of
demonstrators attending a rally and
march for peace in Washington, D.C.
on Jan. 26.
The crowd, exceeding 150,000 according to police estimates, assembled on the lawn area between
the Washington Monument and the
Capitol Building known as The Mall.
For the WSU students, the 22-hour
bus ride began at 8 a.m. from Winona
Technical College and arrived in
Washington on Saturday morning
carrying three busloads of 120 people
from Rochester, Austin and Winona
In Washington, the initial rally
began at noon with speakers and
music. Then the procession led down
Pennsylvania Ave. past many government buildings, including Health
dreci Human Services and the FBI
building, and ended at the park lawn
in front of the White House. The iron
.

fence surrounding it was reinforced
with about 100 police officers in riot
gear.
The massive demonstration was
conducted simultaneously by over
two million people worldwide in
San Francisco, Germany, France,
England, Algiers and other locations.
Students from the area were impressed with the demonstration.
Bryan Rhoads, a junior political
science major from WSU, was part of
the Winona delegation.
"It was an incredible experience.
The United States is engaged in an
armed conflict for the wrong reasons,
and I fear we are setting ourselves up
for major foreign policy problems in
the future."
Lisa Mallon, a junior elementary
education major, said, "The most
impressive element there was the
sense of cooperation and mutual
concern for everyone's welfare. Ev
eryone was participating with a

common goal in mind."

.1;

Once assembled at the White
House, the group again heard musicians and speakers addressing the
concerns of the demonstrators.
One speaker exclaimed, "People
are not asking their government
enough questions about the conflict.
Is this really necessary? Why does
Kuwait's sovereignty concern us
more than many other violations of
sovereignty around the world? Why
is Saddam's naked aggression any
more heinous than El Salvador's, who
is a strongly-supported U.S. ally? I
urge you to ask questions!"
Smaller assemblages, from military officers to church organizations,
carried signs and chanted slogans to
show the support for a non-violent
resolve to the conflict and urged for
an immediate cease-fire.
Others, showing similar concerns,
passed out literature and petitions
expressing their views.

After waiting over four and a half hours to get
an on-campus room draw number, freshman
Sharon Boehm and sophomore Kim

damage; let's not destroy life any further. I want a cease-fire and negotiations to begin now."
Demonstrator Ross Dalton from
Ohio was proud to carry an American
flag. He said, "We all love and live in
this country. The United States is a
great place to live. That's not to say
there isn't room for improvement.
We are exercising a precious right to
Mary Beth Clark, a senior public free expression. Please understand
ad ministration major, said, "We have that what we're doing is as American
already done a substantial amount of as apple pie and baseball."

-I

AERho chapter wins national award
From News Services
KQAL-FM, Winona State
University's campus radio station,
won an award in the National Association of College Broadcaster's
(NACB) first annual "Top Station
Search."
KQAL's award was a special
mention in the News Programming
category.
In a letter to Ajit Daniel, general
manager, NACB directors said,
"NACB was overwhelmed by the
number of stations participating and

"This is a very proud moment in the history of KCAL,
which has gone from a glorified jukebox radio station to
one that enjoys a status of eminence among its peers
across the nation."
Ajit Daniel
the high quality of entries received."
The directors also said more formal
mention of the KQAL award will be
included in a "Top Station Search"
awards announcement in the Febru-

ary issue of College Broadcaster
magazine.
The published announcement will
include KQAL's address and phone
number so that other colleges can

contact KQAL staff to ask for advice or share ideas.
Daniel was proud of the award
and gave credit to the students who
handle the day to day operations.
"This is a very proud moment
in the history of KQAL, which has
gone from a glorified jukebox radio
station to one that enjoys a status of
eminence among its peers across
the nation," he said. "Not many
stations can lay a claim to that, and
KQAL can. For this, much of the
credit goes to the students."
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Rob H. Sklenar/Whonan Staff
Brovillard,accounting majors, found it hard to
stay awake. Once they received their numbers, they perked up.

Resignations
Continued from page 1

said. "I've put a lot of time and effort
into student senate. I had a lot of
aspirations for the upcoming quarter. It was extremely hard."

Burfeind expressed similar sentiments.
"I felt I would be hurting the student body and myself by staying on
the senate after compromising my
principles," she said. "I tried not to be
emotional about it, but it was definitely not easy. It's three years of
hard work behind me that I can't
continue."
Both former senators had been
active in a variety of senate activities.
Burfeind served as chair of the legislative affairs committee and Smith as
the chair of the student services
committe.
Senate President Steve Carswell
said their absence will be felt in the
senate.
The will definitely be missed," he
said, but emphasized that the senate
cannot dwell on the issue.
"We have to keep going," he said.
The vacant senate seats will be
filled after an internal vote by remaining senators on Feb. 6.
However, both Burfeind and
Smith vow their voices won't go unheard on campus.
"I plan to continue working for
the students and what I believe in,"
Burfeind said. "I know the issues and
I know the channels to go through. I
will still have a voice in student activities."
Smith echoed this thought.

"I will still be extremely active on
this campus," she said. "I won't have
that voting power anymore,but I plan
to be at every single senate meeting. I
will make them listen to me."
She encouraged other students to
do the same.
"Obviously the senators aren't listening to their constituencies now,"
she said. She urges students, "Go talk
to your senators. Make them listen to
you."
Smith still voices her frustration

toward the senate.
"One of my biggest disappointments is that we gave up so much,
something that was very important
to us, for a principle; and still nobody
listened to us."

Cuts
Continued from page 1
a new library and other programs
seem to be futile at this point, according to sources at the capital.
Student Senate President Steve
Carswell expressed concern over
what areas the administration would
implement such cuts at WSU.
"I would hope that the administration would adhere to the proposal
the student senate has given them
regarding areas of primary importance to the student body," he said.
"Among others, these include child
care and campus security."
Students
Jim Hudson, junior history major,
said. "The proposal is a farce. It could
mean a 20 percent decrease in funding for each institution. That would
be very difficult for each university to
sustain."
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Give your Valentine a
bear hug this year. We
have a nice selection of
plush designed specially
for Valentine's Day gifts.
And, of course, we have
many Valentine cards to
choose from.

MEXICAN RESTAURANT

Students
STUDENT MEGA
Savings Card
Save up to over $200.00

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
3480 Service Drive-WinOna

Sunday-Thursday 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
Friday & Saturday 11 a.tn.-14 pan.

Gregory's Hallmark
Winona Mall

Your VtlentunQ Gift Giving Placal

Don't forget to get megatized.
Every Thursday!
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Seeking a unified answer is impossible
War is something that everybody has different feelings about. Of course, everyone wants peace, but
feelings about its necessity are not as unified. At the
student senate meeting on Jan. 16, the senate was asked
to adopt a petition presented by the Student/Faculty
Coalition Against War (SFCAW) condemning the use
of force in the Persian Gulf. The senate tabled the
motion indefinitely. Then at last week's meeting, Jan.
23, a new resolution, submitted by Senator Ann
Burfeind, asked the senate to support peace because
war has negative effects on education—"and recognize
that war is not beneficial to students and universities."
The senate voted to send the resolution to a referendum
voted on by the entire university. Some might commend the latter resolution for presenting a somewhat
softer argument as well as action by the senate not to
table the issue again, but what will the referendum
accomplish that neither the senate, coalition nor
Burfeind could?
How can a student senate or a referendum speak for
an entire university on a topic filled with such emotion
that the views between each student or faculty differ as
greatly as the individuals themselves? To ask WSU to
take one unified stand is ludicrous. No two views are
alike. If the senate were to adopt the first petition, it
would tell, everyone that the university—the entire
university — is against war. Since the range of views is
so broad, this statement would not be true. It may look
good to those holding that view, but :hat about those

who are in the minority, those who feel the war is a
necessity or are unsure about it? Suddenly, they would
be nonexistent—unimportant—uncounted.
The senate's action on Jan. 16 to table the petition
indefinitely may not have been noble. But at the same
time it was an acknowledgement that views are different. Due to persistence, however, the issue which
was reintroduced in the second resolution, is now
going to referendum. A look at past voter turnout is
reason to believe a large number of WSU students will
not vote. Some may be busy; some may be lazy; others
maybe unsure; and others may not want their complex
views boiled down to a simple "yea" or "nea." Because
of this the minority will be left out again. Since the
senate felt it had to do something, the referendum may
have been an option, but not a logical one.
The issue of war alone is filled with a lot of emotion.
So is the issue of a unified stand, as we've seen in the
resignation of two very accomplished senators. If a
unified stand had been taken, though, how many other
senators might have resigned because they held opposite views?
There is no easy answer. To take a stand one way
would alienate another side. To not answer would
lead others to believe the senate is gutless. The senate
was backed into a corner. Maybe everyone, including
the senate, coalition and each individual senator should
respect everyone else's opinion and not try to lump
7,000+ students into one group.

Letters to the Editor
Referendum
frustrates
student
Dear Editor,

"I think that they are doing more
than an efficient job. I think the
military is not giving them all the
information."

"They're doing a fair job because
they are using each other as sources
and a reporter isn't a source. He or
she is just an unbiased observer."

Eric Lindgrem
Sophomore computer science
major

Ann Lloyd
Senior public relations major

Speak Up
WSU

"They aren't covering enough.
I'm sure there is a lot that they aren't
telling us. I wish they would tell us
more about what is going on in the
Middle East. As an international
student, I wish everybody who was
sent there and especially those of
Middle East families will stay healthy
and return home safely."

Leok Yeow Teoh
Senior marketing major

What is
your
opinion
of hovv the
media is
reporting
the war?

I left the Jan. 23 meeting of the
student senate feeling completely
frustrated. Why? Because the senate
voted to bring the latest "Gulf War"
resolution to referendum. Now let
me explain why that frustrated me
to such an extent.
During the Jan. 16 meeting of the
senate, a resolution was brought up
to the senate asking that they make a
stand...either for or against the gulf
war. I'm sure you have all heard the
arguments on both sides of that issue.
Just to refresh your memory, let me
remind you that the resolution was
tabled indefinitely (a sincere thank
you to Senator Dahlby).
A similar resolution camein front
"I think they are doing a good of the Jan. 23 meeting, however, this
job."
resolution asked that the WSU student senate (in a nutshell) support
the student's education, communiMichele Dunnum
cation and information regarding the
Freshman elementary educawar in the Gulf. The senate voted to
tion major
bring this issue to referendum.
Now back to the question of why
I walked away from the meeting
feeling frustrated. I feel this issue
should have never gone to referendum. Why should the students vote
on whether or not their senate should
support this latest resolution? According to the student senate constitution, supporting the student's
education, communication and information on ANY issue is one of
their goals already.

Jodi Marafiot
Junior nursing major

"I'm very disappointed in the
media coverage.... in attempting to
give 24 hour coverage and filling
their time slots on network TV, they
have diarrhea of the mouth which
clouds the important events. Constant flow and by creating a new
language,The coveragebecomes less
believable and at sometimes right
down cutesy. What we need is some
straightforward thorough reporting."

Rosanna Kumpf
Senior art and journalism major

Business as
usual attitude
not appropriate
Dear Editor:
On page two of the Spring schedule there is printed the following
disclaimer, 'The University calendar is subject to modification or interruption due to occurrences such
as fire, flood... or war. In the event of
such occurrences, the University will
attempt to accommodate its students." Yet this month the University insisted on a business-as-usual
attitude in the face of such an occurrence— the outbreak of war with

Iraq.
Most, if not all, of the student
body was glued to the news broadcasts that Wednesday night and a
general feeling of apprehension
pervaded the campus the next day
and, as was evident at the peace rally
that afternoon, emotions and tensions were very high. The
administration's business-as-usual
approach in light of this unsettling
circumstance was and is totally incomprehensible.
President Krueger should have
followed the example of St. Cloud
State University and cancelled classes
for that Thursday at least and accommodated the students' need to
openly discuss the war in an official
setting. If such an avenue had been
provided to allow the students and
faculty to express these emotions and
tensions, perhaps the unfortunate
events of that afternoon could have
been avoided. The anger that the
"counter-demonstrators" showed
towards the rest of us, could have
found a more appropriate outlet and
a potentially dangerous situation
could have been avoided. The administration continues to express its
concern that a situation like so many
campuses saw during the "sixties"
not arise at WSU—yet it continues to
make all the same mistakes that led
to those situations. Holding classes
on the day after the bombing of Iraq
is just the most glaring example.
Theadministration is not the only
body making these mistakes, however. Some members of the faculty
are also to blame. While many have
been appreciative of the need to
provide dialogue, too many have
adopted the administration's business-as-usual attitude. Of particular
culpability in this area are those
faculty members who insisted on
giving mid-terms and other tests on
that Thursday— to expect students
to be prepared to take a test immediately after the events of the previous night is asinine.
Those of us who are opposed to
this war will continue to express our
feelings on this campus despite any
and all attempts to quell those expressions. And just as assuredly,
those who disagree with us will continue to express their feelings as well.
While we respect their right to do so,
we must demand the University respect our rights as well. That Thursday we saw little evidence that they
plan to grant us that respect.

Freedom of the
world is issue
behind the war
Dear Editor,
Since the brutal Iraqi invasion of
Kuwait on Aug. 2, 1990, there has
been a growing anti-war movement
in the United States. At present the
anti-war movement is confined to
neo-sixties demonstrations across the
country and a few well; publicized
cases of soldiers refusing to be deployed to the Middle East. Even so,
I feel compelled to respond to this
movement, not because I reject their
right to voice opposition to the government but because I've found the
arguments on which the movement
is based to be weak, at best.
The arguments individuals and
groups opposing U.S. military involvement in the Middle East use to
justify their position arc based, for
the most part, on moral and legal
grounds. The moral justification for
opposing U.S. military action is based
on the assumption that oil is the sole
reason for U.S. interest in theconflict.
As a result, U.S. soldiers dying in a
conflict with Iraq would be doing so,
not for some grand ideal as in World
Wars I and II (to stop aggression and
preserve democracy) or Korea and
Vietnam (to prevent the spread of
communism and preserve a people's
right for self-determination) but
rather, these soldiers would be sacrificing their lives for a far less noble
cause—the price of oil. What this
argument fails to consider is the
moral justifications for our involvement in the conflict.
Following the Aug. 2 invasion
reports began to trickle out of Kuwait
of atrocities committed by the occupying force. According to the witnesses who testified to these atrocities before the United Nations,
murder, rape and torture was the
rule of the day rather than the exception. These reports were confirmed by the international human
rights organization, Amnesty International. For the U.S. to have ignored
this outrage, as the anti-war argument implies, would have been
morally iniquitous. President Bush's
decision to deploy troops to the Persian Gulf may not have been able to
stop the atrocities being committed
in Kuwait but it gave teeth to an
otherwise toothless policy of sane-

Daryl Williams

See Letters, page 7
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"Pretty good, I've been watching
CNN and they're doing a good job of
it. They seem to know what they are
talking about. All the media sources
seem to be saying the same thing.
They are being truthful."

Steve Rademacher
Sophomore business major

"I think thecoverage the first night
of the war on CNN was excellent.
Now it is about every scud missile
and it's more than we need or want
to know."

Julie Ketcham
Senior pre-law and English
major

"They are being very thorough.
It is the first war where we have had
such absolute coverage. In that respect they are doing a good job."

Marjorie Moravec
Associate Professor, HPER
Head track and cross country
coach

CAnswers and photos compiled by Jennifer von Allmen, Asst. Photo. Editor )
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YOU GOT THE RIGHT ONE, BABY....UH HUH.
Sound familiar? This is the hottest, catchiest new
advertisement that recently popped up from the Diet
Pepsi people. We saw Ray Charles and associates
singing this one all through the Super Bowl, snapping
their fingers and "uh-huhing" to the beat.(By the way,
how old is Ray Charles anyway? It seems like every
year we see him belting out the blues as strong as ever.
It's like he only got so old and then magically quit
aging...strange.)
Anyway, while the Diet Pepsi people livened up
those 30-second spots with music and Rockin' Ray, the
Coca-Cola advertisements bore a bleaker theme. Their
message said something to the effect that they felt it was
not the time (due to the Persian Gulf crisis) for lighthearted ads that they would've otherwise shown. They
went on to say how much they respected the troops
overseas and how much they support them. They told
the American public that they hoped we'd understand.
Yes, I understand that I also respect and support the
troops overseas. I also understand how serious the war
is and how it should not be taken lightly. I also semiunderstand the rationale of the Coca-Cola company in
choosing to take this position. However, there is
something I don't understand.
That is, we know the troops were watching Super
Bowl XXV from their tents in Saudi Arabia. We know
they had been looking forward to it for awhile, and even
had to stay up until 2 a.m. to see it. We also know that
during the game, many acknowledgements were made
of the troops, through words and pictures that depicted
true patriotism. There were flags waving, people
cheering, and a half-time show with a seven-year-old
boy singing "Did you ever know that you're my hero...",

It can be said that there is nothing more grueling,
nothing more testing, nothing more nerve-racking,
than retail sales work. Indeed, as the history books are
rewritten some two hundred years into the future, the
retail work of today will undoubtable be referred to as
"slave labor." Students, who have a world brewing
towards war, as well as classes that remain unaffected
by such catastrophes, are forced to work for minimum
wages in order to pay for an apartment that is mouse
infested, too hot in the summer, and too cold in the
bitter winter. And, on top of outside work, the students
of today have to take out loans to pay for the ever
increasing costs of education. And, this is all done so as
to insure, with a little hope and a lotta luck, that the
student can get "real" work upon graduation so as to
pay back the loans he/she took out just to get through
the educational process.
Imagine, if you will, little
unsupervised children running
through all the malls throughout the
country. Running around with
crumpled and stinky dollar bills in
their pockets, looking for something
neat to buy. When the little monsters
do find something, they huddle
around the object and commence
chanting and giggling. All of this is
done in an incredibly disturbing
fashion. After several minutes of this
ritual, the little minds fuse and they
decide to purchase the item. When
the purchasing decision is made, silence follows. The
little people then approach the sales counter in a solemn, almost ambivalent manner. When the group
reaches the counter, the tallest member of the clan
offers the objects up to the domineering sales clerk.
Here, the sales clerk is put to the test. She or he must
turn away his/her little customers with a smile. That is,
the little children should leave the store feeling so
happy that they tell their parents about how wonderful
it all is, and that way, more sales (customers) can be
brought into the store thus furthering profits. Doesn't
sound too bad, eh? I'd rather be picking cotton in the
hot summer sun... I should be careful, I could get what
I hope for. Anyway, the little customers set their object
up for purchase and say nothing until the price is rung
up. No matter what the sales clerk says to the little ones,
they offer no response. It is most grueling for the
student retailer. When the price is calculated, the little
hands start to dig. As a dog digs up dirt to find its
buried bone, the little children struggle to produce
their carefully buried money. And usually, the dollar
bills resemble the dog's ancient bone. Both reek of
death and soil. However, unlike the bone, the little
customer's currency is usually soaked by sweat and
other bodily fluids. Ah, well, money does indeed make
the world go around...
And that is an ideal situation. More often times than
not, the little buggers never purchase a thing. A good

JILL FARRAND
the words taken from the song "Wind Beneath my
Wings." We showed the troops how much we love
them and are behind them 100-percent.
So why is it that during these few hours of happiness
the troops had watching the game, Coca-Cola felt it was
necessary to remind them and us how serious the war
was? They just couldn't be light-hearted—no, they felt
that wasn't right. Once again we were reminded of
what we already know and were hoping we could put
aside for awhile—the somberness of war.
Meanwhile, Ray and crew are jammin' to a different
beat. Diet Pepsi felt it was important to be light-hearted
and give something to smile about and even hum a
little, too. Between the Persian Gulf updates with Peter,
my guess is that the Bud Bowl and the Diet Pepsi
commercials brought a sure smile to the faces of our
soldiers in Saudi Arabia.
For that reason, I'd say Diet Pepsi definitely did the
right one, baby...uh-huh.
THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK: Don't you think
Norwood feels like a buffalo chip right about now?

example of this is with young female teenagers. All
dressed up with a mall at their heels, they move with
the grace of a drunken Venus. Parading around the
clothing stores in an ostrich like manner, the little
girlies move. From the clothing stores, they move into
the book stores. Not for books, mind you. Heavens no.
They enter the book stores with one thought on their
minds, and that thought is something like "Teen Beat"
or "Bop" or, better yet, "Big Bopper." Any magazine
that has young fashion trends consumes their attention. Just like this column is now consuming yours.
BAH, HA. Right. Of course, the "New Kids on the
Block" (NKOTB) have completely dominated all teen
magazine covers for the past year and a half. It is
grueling to think of how much power the NKOTB have
over the younger females in our society. And, the sales
clerk, who has just neatly straightened all of the magazines now
watches in complete despair and
disgust as the young vermin come
in and finger through all of the
magazines with lightening speed.
And, if there is something new, they
find it in mere minutes. Very mere
mi ra4to$1., Rea-Iiziz,th a t tk-wy, haYo 407,
solutell yAitori nienti o aro f ,b,kiyi.rig, the
magaainel ,question, they,iwin
merely speed read the article that is
new and leave the store with smiles
on their faces. Meanwhile, the
magazine is now laying on the floor,
before the magazine stand, with its cover bent out of
shape and fingerprints littering i ts surface. And Donnie,
a member of NKOTB has a fingernail scratch on his
face. Again, the retailer here is faced with frustration,
grueling frustration. He/she looks down on the damaged merchandise and feels pity. Not for the defaced
members of NKOTB, but rather towards the damaged
product. Now, it will never sell. Did the little women
customers ever think of respect for the product? Did
they even think of putting it back where they found it?
These are hard time we find ourselves in. And, hard
times demand hard hearts. Thus, the retailer straightens the product somewhat and puts it back in its
respectful place on the shelf, only to have another
school of the young fish come swimming back again
and again. Is this not slave labor? Is this not swimming
upstream against a current? Is this not futile, at best? Is
it not?
The cause for joy screams out, "In many ways life is
like a carnival, and we are each given a ticket to choose
the ride we wish to take..." Some of us jump at the roller
coaster. It has its ups and downs. Others lurch towards
the merry-go-round. It is a classic. Still, others like the
scrambler, it keeps your adrenaline flowing. And some
head for the freak shows. But alas, I must end this with
a cynical view. Personally, I hate carnivals.
Last note: vote for the referendum!

I thrash back and forth upon my dinosaur
pillow. A little stream of spittle escapes from the corner
of my lips and onto the stegosaurus, which is soon to be
steamrolled by my ear and a couple strands of hair.
Somewhere in some strange place, sometimes in color,
I run from a one legged men and fall off of imaginary
buildings. I shoot dictators and get hit by trains, maybe
cut in half by evil men's saber saws. Huge monsters, I do
flee from in the jungles of my "R.E.M.ing" drool-covered head. The dreamland, it is free and some weird
place.
I had the strangest dream the other night; it
was so weird. I dreamed that all of the
Chicago teams were in first place and all of
the Wisconsin and Minnesota teams were
doing their best to become last place or
expansion teams—wait that's no dream,
it is the truth. There's no place like
home; there's no place like home. You
can take the fish hooks out of your
mouths now! Fished in! Get the net!
Do you ever hit the snooze
because you are about to rescue the
beautiful or handsome captive from
the clutches of destruction? I do
every morning. I roll over and
check the clock, backhand the
snooze, maybe take out the cough syrup,
knock my glasses on the floor and give myself the
seven more minutes.
So, now I am kicking open the door of the
hostage room after I dismantled a couple of huge guards.
Did you ever notice how hard it is to punch or run in a
dream? It seems like when I want to get a good lick in,
my arms become these slow-motion John Madden type
replay things.
Running is no walk in the park either. When I
try to and catch pp with these thugs who are abducting
the beautiful maiden, my legs work independently and
usually end up frustrating me until I wake up. So now
I have to go to calculus without getting the beautiful
maiden and having incredible dream sex. Come to
think of it, I have never gotten to the beautiful maiden.
Come to think of it, why would I have calculus? Why is
my computer starting to melt in front of me?
I knew it, everything is going to 1.;.ack, white

JOHNNY

and a sad lava-lamp-green, this could only mean one
thing, I am only dreaming that I am a columnist.
All of those nasty letters about me are just a
part of this nightmare. I don't really kill cats. I just hate
them enough to make me dream, I am attaching fishhooks to that part of their back that their disgusting cat
mother's carry them from. Then I say "see, it doesn't
hurt them," as I lower them down into the hot oil that
I usually cook them in—cholesterol free. They taste like
chicken! Ever notice how everything that is new or
different, like shark lips, "hey, tastes like chicken." It
is just a dream.
When people write me letters about how I rip
on their states, remember, it is just a dream.
Correction, it is just them dreaming.
Someone wrote a letter about
me that was only an ad for
Minnesota. Hey, I wanted you
morons to make a real synonym
for FIB; I guess that was expecting too much. We've got 3M and
we've got geese crap all over our
state, and we've got high school
hockey, he said—what an idiot! How
could I expect that someone who
thinks exporting sticky notes is something incredible about a state, could
come up with original thought. One
letter and no new names for people
from Illinois. I would say you people are letting me down, but then again it is just proving my point
that FIB is only used by imbeciles; so I am taking part
of this dream to say, if you have used the word FIB; you
are bottom-feeding scum; you're not good enough to
lick out my odor-eaters; I would sooner kiss Saddamwell that's not all true, but its pretty much a tie on that
Everyone else from Wisconsin and Minnesota, I officially waste this column space by saying I love your
states. I love the people from your states.
Ecoe eece ecee ecce eeee ecee, "smack!" Seven
more minutes, I gotta go back in there and rescue the
beautiful maiden. Until next week, you keep dreaming
and love your enemy, hate your neighbor! Drop acid,
not bombs. Make drugs legal. Arg! I can never get
those peace protest saying straight.

ACME SCUD co.

Are the reports true that
Saddam has just been
playing possum and if so,
are you prepared to do the
Heimlich when the troops
start "drowning in their
own blood?"

Forum

-

As a Social Work student at WSU, I have
been reading the Winonan, experiencing
suspense much as one viewing a play of
intrigue and deception. My interest has been
piqued as I anxiously await further news
(clues) as to what might transpire in the saga
of SEX CRIMES: rape and harassment. (Here
the background music culminates in a suspense-provoking crescendo.)
The article entitled "Sex crimes not uncommon in the area" which appeared on the
front page of the Oct. 31, 1990 edition of the
Winonan created quite a stir at WSU and
within the surrounding community. I have
mixed feelings regarding that article which
so violently "rocked the boat" in this dreamy,
riverfront college town. As Suzanne Smith
stated in her Dec. 5, 1990 letter to the Winonan
editor, the Women's Resource Center (WRC)
does not and did not give out specific details
regarding specific sex crimes committed in
the area. The WRC's purpose is to provide
assistance and support to victims of sexual
violence, not to undermine the assault victim by releasing specific information regarding the crime perpetrated against her.
THE ARTICLE's backlash will be extremely
negative if it prevents other victims of sexu2I
violence from reporting their assaults to either the police or the WRC. Unreported
crimes mean continued and escalated crime
because no action is or will be taken to curtail

Redirecting the fate of females
By Cleo Mae Rieck
the crime.
Perhaps one positive outcome is the
awareness THE ARTICLE raised for the WSU
administration as evidenced by Pres.
Krueger's Dec. 5, 1990 letter to the Winonan
editor in which he made it clear that sexual
assault and harassment are intolerable and
will not be permitted at WSU. In an earlier
memo to all university administration, faculty, staff and students, dated Nov. 13, 1990,
Pres. Krueger addressed "two acts of sexual
harassment and assault that have shocked
the sensibilities about proper behavior in an
environment of higher learning. One of our
female professors and several female students were the objects of sexual harassment
(student toward professor) and assault (student toward student)." Congratulations!
Does this mean action will be taken? Or, is all
this rhetoric just the Vaseline of political
intercourse?
As a play of intrigue unfolds, a playwright will so arouse members of the audi-

ence that they become active participants
and start asking questions of themselves as
though they were the super sleuth trying to
solve the mystery. I shall attempt to stir your
curiosity by asking some questions to get
you started.
It's a given in this play that sex crimes
have occurred on the WSU campus and
within the surrounding community but the
matter has always been carefully concealed
until —THE ARTICLE. Why? Because sex is
an unmentionable word? For the safety of
the victim? Possible, but not likely. How
about, to save face at WSU? To promote a
positive picture of a peaceful, rural college
town where such crimes never occur? It's
bad for business? We don't want to face
reality? Let's dig deeper. How about the
"boys will be boys" ideology that masks the
more deeply ingrained, institutionalized
power structure that males (unfairly and
illegally) exert over females in our society? Is
that why these crimes occur? This inequality

of power is sexism and leads to sexual harassment, discrimination and other crimes
of sexual violence against women. Why is
little or nothing done to deal with this overwhelming and life threatening situation?
Because women aren't viewed as human
beings? Because women arc viewed as inferior to males? Why do males feel they have
the right to perpetra te crimes aga inst women?
The plot thickens and becomes more confusing as further discrepancies are introduced into the play. Pres. Krueger mentioned the sexual harassment of a female
professor and assaults against female students by male students. But, why wasn't the
issue of male professors' harassment or assaults of female professors, female office sta ff,
or female students addressed? Does this
mean that such a thing never occurs? Does
this mean that all male (or female) professors
are ethical and professional? Why this glaring omission? Could it have something to do
with power?

As Pres. Krueger has previously stated —
"we need to look at ourselves." Is the issue of
sexism at WSU overlooked because it has
become such an ordinary occurrence "in an
environment of higher learning," so deeply
ingrained in the behavior of higher education
personnel that its existence and acceptance is
"business as usual?" Has WSU become blind
to the reality of sexism within its walls? Why
not use the current events as an opportunity
to educate all of us, including the educators?
This is an institution of continuing education,
is it not?
The "Good Woman of Setzuan," a play
directed by David Bratt of WSU's CTA Dept.,
jolted me because of a totally unexpected
conclusion which left me feeling shocked,
excited, and challenged. At the play's conclusion, the actors, with arms outstretched,
turned to the audience and presented them
with the challenge of determining the future
of poverty-stricken people. Will the "Illustrious Ones" (those in power) help the poor
survive or will they allow them to starve and
perish?
In my closing act I likewise, with arms
outstretched, turn to you the audience and
"Illustrious Ones" with the challenge of redirecting the fate of females "in an environment of higher learning." Will the "Illustrious Ones" rise to the challenge? Or, will they
fail miserably? I wonder.
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English/math placement tests

Employment assistance

The English/math placement tests will be given on Jan. 30 from 6 to 8
p.m. in Minne Hall, Room 107; Feb. 4 from 2 to 4 p.m. in Minne Hall, Room
240; Feb. 8 and March 11 from 8 to 10 a.m. in Minne Hall, Room 107.
All new students must take the English and math placements exams.
Transfer students who have credit for college level English and/or math
courses are exempt, however. Admitted students may take the exam at any
scheduled time prior to registering for their initial English and math
courses.
Students must register to take the tests by visiting the Advising and
Retention Office, Somsen Hall, Room 113, or by calling 457-5587. Students
must bring a photo I.D. to the testing site.

Anyone graduating before Sept. 1, 1991 is invited to attend placement
sessions. Placement services will be explained, registration materials
reviewed, employer directories distributed and job strategies discussed.
The remaining sessions are Feb. 5 for students from the College of
Science and Engineering and Feb. 12 for students from the College of
Education, including majors in education from other colleges. All session
will be held in Minne Hall, Room 107 at 3 and 4 p.m.

Eating Disorders Group meeting
Beginning Monday, Feb. 4, at 7 p.m. the WSU Eating Disorders Support
Group will be meeting at the Newman Center to be more accessible to
students. We invite anyone with questions or concerns about eating
disorders to join us to learn and grow. For more information, either drop
in on Monday night or call Cindy at 452-8328.

WSU fencing club meeting
What do a mother of three, a senior nursing major, a father of two, a WSU
freshman and a senior high and junior high student all have in common?
They're all members of the WSU Fencing Club.
Come, take a look at us every Wednesday night at 8 p.m. in Talbot Gym.
Were interested in you.

WSU Chess Club meeting
The Winona State University Chess Club meets every Wednesday at 7
p.m. in the lower hyphen near the Smaug in Kryzsko Commons. Everyone
is welcome.

U-PAC meetings

Art exhibition

The University Programing Activites Committee (U-PAC) meetings are
held on Mondays at 5 p.m. Check at the U-PAC office in the student union
in Kryzsko Commons for the meeting locations. Help bring the stars to
Winona.

MINING SPECIALS

Recent Paintings by SUn-Duk Kim, an exhibition of approximately thirteen abstract paintings in acrylic, are featured in the Paul Watkins Gallery
through Feb. 2.
Kim's work has been exhibited in Seoul and many other cities in Korea
and in several exhibitions in the Twin Cities. Her most recent solo exhibitions
were held in Korea this summer at Gallery Barkeunter in Pusan and the
Gallery Soo in Seoul.

Students for choice meeting
Students for choice will meet Feb. 6 at 8 p.m. in Dining Room A of
Kryzsko Commons.

$ 2 00 0 F F
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Wednesday, February 6 - 7:00 pm
Dr. Battah, a former WSU faculty, will discuss the main elements of the
present crisis in the Persian Gulf and their impact on the Arab world. The
role and objectives of the U.S. and its allies will be examined. He will also
assess the implications of the crisis on regional peace and stability in the
Middle East. This lecture is partially supported by a grant from the Program
Innovation Rind of Continuing Education and Extension.

I
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$5.00 admission. Call now for reservations.
Seating capacity is limited.
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CONTINUING EDUCATION & EXTENSION
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1200 South Broadway - Rochester, MN
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An equal opportunity educator and employer

HAVE YOUR NEXT BASH WITH US!!
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL 452-4606
OFFER VALID ONLY WITH THIS COUPON

IF YOU ARE GRADUATING BY NOVEMBER 1991,
THIS IS FOR YOU!
Plan to attend

P
C,KIZUS
JOB cRIR 91
Sponsored by the Placement Offices of the
Minnesota State University System
March 19-20, 1991
St. Paul Civic Center
Explore your job field with. over 100 employers from local, regional, & national firms.
• Explore internship opportunities.
• Interview opportunities with prospective employers
• Establish contacts with employers to increase your employment opportunities.
• All alumni and seniors registered with the paacment office graduating by Nov. 1991 are eligible to sign up.
• Take advantage of this special opportunity - REGISTER TODAY!

BELOW IS A PARTIAL LISTING OF EMPLOYERS WHO WILL BE ATTENDING:
Air Quality Engineering, Inc.
American Family Insurance
Army & Air Force Exchange Serv.
Becker CPA Review Course
E.W. Blanch Co.
Cargill, Inc.-Nutrena Feed Divn.
Catholic Charities of the Archdiocese
City of St. Paul
Clear with Computers
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency
CSC Partners
Cytrol, Inc.
Deluxe Corp.
Drug Enforcement Admin.
Ebenezer Society

I
I

Dr. Abdalla M. Battah
Visiting Assistant Professor,
Department of Political Science, University of Minnesota

i

WESTGATE MALL
4 5 4 - 1 5 8 0

Buy one sandwich & get the second sandwich
at half price (must be of equal or greater value)

A Critical Assessment

ll

14 Suntanning Beds
7 Hairstylists

The Arab/Persian
Gulf Crisis

ll

ALL PERMS
REGULAR PRICE $43.00
WITHOUT SPECIAL

CHECK OUT
BANGERS
NEW LUNCH MENU i

Electronic Data Systems
Farm Bureau Ins.
Farmland Industries, Inc.
Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Bureau Of Investigation
Federated Insurance
First Bank System
Foot Locker
Franchise Associates/Arby's
Great Plains Softwear
G.R. Herberger's, Inc.
IDS Finincial Services
Keebler
Kmart Apparel Corp.
Land O'Lakes, Inc.

Life USA Insurance Co.
Mathews, Holmquist & Assoc., Inc.
Maurices
Merck Sharp & Dohme
Pharmaceuticals
Methodist Hospital
Metro Sales, Inc.
Mid-America Festivals
Mpls. Children's Medical Center
MN Dept of Corrections
MN Dept of Employee Relations
MN Dept. of Jobs and Training
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing
Minnesota Mutual Life
MN Pollution Control Agency
Nnrth Star Recntirre Gmnp

Northern States Power Company
Pizza Hut, Inc.
The Principal Financial Group
Program Resources, Inc.
The Prudential Insurance Co.
The Prudential Ins Co of America
Purina Mills, Inc.
Radio Shack/Tandy Corp.
C.H. Robinson Company
St. Paul Companies
Schwan's Sales Enterprises
Software AG of North America, Inc.
State Farm Insurance
Super Valu Stores, Inc.
Sysco Minnesota

Tires Plus Stores
Toys "R" Us
UARCO, Inc.
United Power Association
U.S. Air Force
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
U.S. Marine Corps Officer
Selection
Upjohn Company
Vanity
Wausau Insurance Companies
West Publishing Co.

Space is limited - stop in the WSU PLACMENT OFFICE to register!
WSU PLACMENT OFFICE • 110 GILDEMEISTER HALL • 4 57-5340
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Letters
Continued from page 4
tions and international embargo.
In addition to a moral obligation
to the people of Kuwait, the U.S. had
a moral obligation to our friends in
the region. In the days following the
invasion there was considerable
anxiety over the prospect the vast
Iraqi war machine would extend its
aggression into the Arabian peninsula. When President Bush made
the decision to deploy troops to Saudi
Arabia he reconfirmed the commitment the U.S. has to defending its
allies, in the region. In this vein the
U.S. also met an international moral
obligation.
There has been considerable discussion around the question of why
the U.S. is shouldering the lion's share
of the burden in the Persian Gulf.
The fact is the U.S. is the only country in the world in a position to do so.
this is not to say other countries have
not provided substantial contributions to the multinational military
coalition. Indeed, Saudi Arabia,
Egypt, Syria, Great Britain, and a
host of other countries have not
provided sizable contributions in
money and manpowerto the military
coalition. The United States, with
the. best equipped, best trained and
most highly mobile military in the
world, had a moral obligation to the
international community to stand up
to Hussein's aggression.
Another characteristic of the antiwar argument is the insistence by
some of its members that there is
something illegal going on with respect to the administration's decision
to deploy troops to the Persian Gulf.
The basis for this argument is the
contention that the president has no
constitutional authority to commit
troops in a military confrontation

without congressional approval. No
doubt many anti-war activists holding this view were upset by the recent
congressional action giving the president authority to use force after Jan.
15 if Iraq did not pull out of Kuwait.
Unlike the U.S. military actions in
Grenada and Panama, the Iraq/Kuwait situation. It would appear the
anti-war movement's legal arguments
are also without foundation.
When the anti-war activists
present the situation in the Middle
East in simplistic, moralistic terms it
is not surprising many individuals
are drawn to their side. After all, "no
blood for oil" sounds nice and seems
to make sense. A closer look at the
issue, however, will expose a variety
of reasons justifying U.S. military
involvement in the area. The antiwar activists need to look beyond the
surface of the issue and come to the
retaliation that freedom that is at issue is not only that of Kuwait but of
international community as a whole.
If Hussein's aggression is allowed to
go unchecked it will send a signal to
other despots that the international
community is not up to the task of
resisting aggression. We owe it to the
world to keep that message from being sent.
I will close with the words of
someone who understood the price
of freedom—an understanding I feel
is missing in today's anti-war movement.
"War is an ugly thing but not the
ugliest of things. A man who has
nothing for which he is willing to
fight, nothing that he cares about more
than his own personal safety, is a
miserable creature who has no chance
of being free unless made and kept so
by the exertions of men greater than
himself." Anonymous

Blane Brummond

Beliefs, values
about the war
and need to be
reexamined

Violence in the name of patriotism
is nothing new. It was the excuse of
the brown shirts and storm troopers
who were "just following orders" like
good, patriotic Germans were supposed to in Nazi Germany. It could
happen again— and from the front
page of Friday's paper, it looks like it
could happen a lot easier than anyDear Editor:
After seeing the front page photos one would believe.
of Friday's Winona Daily News (an. 18)
it was shockingly clear that people Judy Boots
need to reexamine their behavior, if
not their beliefs and values about the
war and the effect it is having on
them. The account of peaceful demonstrators being followed, attacked
and threatened by an angry, flag
waving mob was outrageous! How
anyone can be against peace, espe- Dear Editor:
On Jan. 23, the Winona State Stucially these days, is strange in itself,
but the violent, fanatical faces of the dent Senate sent to referendum a
"counter demonstrators" were eerie resolution introduced by Senator Ann
and frightening. One is reminded of Burfiend and seconded by Senator
the ugly "counter demonstrations" Heather Smith. The resolution states
to Civil Rights marches in the 1960s. "the WSUSA (Winona State UniverA truly ironic feature of the picture sity Student Association) opposes the
was the ages of the anti-peace group— negative effects of the Persian Gulf
do these men (and probably women) war and urges the University to
realize it is they and their friends and continue to stress the needs of the
classmates who will be coming back University at the state and national
from the Persian Gulf in body bags level and recognize the war is not
when this war escalates and drags on, beneficial to students and universiwhich it almost certainly will unless ties."
reason steps in? It is they who will be
Although some will no doubt
ordered to kill men, women and even claim otherwise, this resolution is
children they don't even know; and NOT a blanket condemnation of the
for WHAT— oil, lifestyles of the rich war, the policy of any individual or
and famous, and covert political nation that led to the war, nor does it
agendas we'll never find out about? It imply any lack of support for the
certainly won't be for the skimpy, troops in the gulf— many of whom
transparent reasons they have given are students or friends and family of
students, faculty and staff. It is merely
us so far for starting this war.
It has become apparent to me that a resolution opposing the effects of
the terrorism we need to look out for this war. Effects which could include
and fear the most in the coming the transferof valuable resources from
months is not from foreigners, but education to the war effort, among
from our own people who are ready other things. Voting yes on the resoto "kick ass" of anyone who does not lution says only that we are concerned
about the war, not that we favor or
agree with them.

Voting yes
means students
are concerned

oppose it. Voting no is incomprehensible.

D. A. Schaefer

Violence should
not be a part of
peace protests
Dear Editor:
My comments are directed toward
those who oppose our country's
military action in the Persian Gulf.
Like you, I oppose this war. I believe
that peace can be achieved without
bloodshed if we have the will to negotiate and the patience to wait. But
now war has started and we must
voice our opposition to our country's
action by speaking out and demonstrating.
What concerns me is the spirit of
anger and violence that has accompanied many of the protests. What
creative peaceful purpose is served
by burning the flag, or blocking rush
hour traffic or throwing eggs or
pounding on cars? What good is
achieved by impugning the integrity
of our leaders? Just because we disagree with a person's point of view
does that mean that we must discount
his/her personhood?
Mahatma Gandhi and Martin
Luther King, Jr. were the two greatest
advocates for peace in this century.
Both Gandhi and King taught us that
a peaceful world and a just society
can only be achieved by peaceful and
nonviolent means. When we demonstrate for peace in a violent spirit
we undermine and deny the very
goal we seek to achieve. A nonviolent
society must be pursued through
means of nonviolence. Some of the
actions in the past week seem to have
been performed more in a spirit of
violence than nonviolence. This has

Free

0

a)

only allowed those who support the
war to become defensive and to discount us as a bunch of angry rabble
rousers.
I plead with My fellow opponents
to this insane war that we search for
creative ways to channel our anger
and frustration, that we seek to respect those with whom we disagree,
and that we attempt to model the
peace we seek by the way we press
our cause. let us seek to create a
climate for questioning and dialogue
rather than defensiveness.
Violence is always an act of despair whether it involves bombing
raids over Baghdad or burning flags
in Minnesota. Let us instead be
people of hope.

Rev. Drick Boyd

Referendum is
a chance for
student voices
to be heard
Dear Editor,
The Student Senate is divided
about how you feel. The resolution
brought forward to the WSU Student
Senate by the Student-Faculty Coalition Against the War goes to referendum on Feb. 6.
For the vote to be binding at least
10% of the student population must
vote. Our opinions (for OR against
the resolution) are important. Let
YOUR voice be heard. Don't neglect
your voting power on the supposition that "Someone else will do it."
Express your opinion! Convince a
friend of the importance of participation, and vote together. You CAN
make a difference!

run
Antony A. Prodzinski
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Get the ART Calling Card and your first call is free.
There's no better time to speak your mind.
Because now when you get your free AT&T Calling Card, you'll
get your first 15-minute call free*
With your AT&T Calling Card, you can call
KMfrom almost anywhere to anywhere. And you
sielawialla,14 can keep your card, even if you move and get
'11 1-1
a new phone number.
if
,;z-.
Our Calling Card is part of the
IS 31 !!5;4742 4

AT&T Student Saver Plus program, a whole package of products and
services designed to make a student's budget go farther.
So look for AT&T Calling Card applications on campus.
Or call us at 1 800 525-7955, Ext. 655.
And let freedom ring.

AT&T. Helping make college life a little easier.

AT&T

-ay The right choice.
•A $3.00 value for a coast-to-coast Calling Card call. Applies to customer-dialed calls made during the AT&T Night/
Weekend calling period, llpm to 8am, Sunday through Thursday and 11pm Friday through 5pm Sunday. You may receive
more or less calling time depending on when and when you call. Applications must be received by June 30, 1991.

Tickets
are
being
sold in
the
lower
hyphen
of
Kryzsko
Commons.
11-4
Monday Friday
Bus leaves
4 p.m.
Minne
Parkinglot
game 7:30
No alchol on
timmie bus!
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valid only with coupon at participating Little Caesars 'Toppings to choose from
include pepperoni, mushrooms, onions, ham, ground beef, bacon, green
peppers, Italian sausage, hot peppers and anchovies. Excludes extra cheese.
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One for you...with 8 toppings
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Variety
Winona: A stop at home for Irrational Fraction
"We're already successful.
We're just waiting for
someone else to notice."
Russ Steigauf
realize St. Anthony Main was a small
shopping center next to the river in
Minneapolis.
The result was a tune that Verdick
said reflects the boys in the band.
Some of the lyrics read: The Hope boys
are playin' down at the corner again. Got
nowhere else to play their song...And oh
so many times have changed so try to hear
your song ringing through the summer
air... No, don't let it all fade way.
In the same regard, I/F isn't letting their quest for success fade away.
But what do the guys regard as
having "made it?"
"We're already successful but
we're waiting for someone else to
notice," Steigauf said with a grin as he
leaned on his pool cue.
To promote their music I/F plays
Minneapolis-area clubs like Mirage,
Bunkers, the Cabooze and Crossroads.
But the St. Paul Civic Center and First
Bill Garrison/Winonan Staff Avenue remain the billings of choice
I/F is holding out for. In between time
Irrational Fraction was formed while the members were students at St. Mary's College. The band performed at Rascals last weekend.

they get air play on the Cities 97 and
KJJO, two twin Cities area radio stations.
While they're waiting for recognition from the masses, Tom maintains success is, "simply being able to
play the music you want to play
whether you're paid or not. The ultimate would be...to have the listener
feel what you feel."
Summing up the future of the
band, Verdick said, "We just want
more. We want to be huge. Doesn't
any band? They're lying if they say
they don't."
To reach that goal Tom said each
band member puts in about four
hours a day to their musical undertakings as well as working 40 hour
work-weeks.
He's a lawyer by day and soon-tobe daddy while brother Tim operates a day care and substitute teaches.
Verdick works for a publishing company, Gerry for a shampoo manufacturer. Steigauf is a driver.
They never mind leaving the
Minneapolis music scene or their day
jobs to play Winona for a weekend.
"We can loosen up around here,"
Steigauf said.
I/F also ventures out of the metro
area to play in St. Louis, Mo. A fteral I,
the Whaley brothers need a visit
home once in awhile too.

By DENISE HUNGERFORD
Variety Editor

Dan Verdick, Tim Whaley and
Russ Steigauf were home for the
weekend.
"That's just what it is-home,"
Verdick said referring to Irrational
Fraction returning to Winona for a
weekend gig. Of course they bring
the rest of the band, Scott Gerry and
Tom Whaley, but Winona doesn't
hold the same history for them.
Shooting pool and drinking
lemon water at the back of Rascal's
before their Friday night performance the lead singer, keyboardist
and bass guitarist-three original
members of I /F- recounted their
meeting at Saint Mary's College in
1984 during a production of Jesus
Christ Superstar and the formation
of I/F that fall.
The five-member band claimed a
common link as brothers of the fraternity Phi Mu Alpha as well as
music makers, but graduation
marked the break up of the first
quintet when the guitarist and
drummer decided to go their own
ways.
That's when I/F picked up Tim's
brother, Tom, to fill the drum va-

"We just want more. We want to be huge. Doesn't any
band? They're lying if they say they don't."

Dan Verdick
cancy and Gerry to play guitar. Since,
they've moved to the Twin Cities,
wrote their music, played area clubs
and released two albums: Demo and
that's a mighty big if.
I /F has been cited as a rock band, a
progressive band and a mix of both,
but lead singer Verdick doesn't really
know how to label the music I/F
makes. Rather he finds labeling to be a
hinderance. "It's a problem in the industry, but not with us, " he said.
Not much is a big problem with
these guys since doing their own thing
is the reigning philosophy- along with
having fun.
"We do what we think we should,"
Verdick said.
"And sometimes we learn the hard
way," added bass player Steigauf. But
they all concede the process of trial
and error is an OK way to go.
"We just have fun and when it's not
fun we'll stop," Verdick said.
From the look of things Verdick

was having fun as he jumped around
the Rascal's stage in his Chucky T's
and paint splattered blue jeans delivering I/F lyrics during Saturday
night's performance.
The crowd may have been diverseold, young, students, professionalsbut some obvious I/F followers were
on hand mouthing the words to tunes
like American Letters.
I / F's lyrical ability has been singled
out in several reviews as an outstanding element of the band and they agree
it is one of their strengths.
Verdick explained he draws inspiration for songs from everyday things.
"We say (in our songs) what we know
about," he said.
Simplicity hails as the key ingredient to their lyrics and it seems to prove
effective. For example, one of the first
songs the band made after moving to
the Cities was The Bells of St. Anthony
Main. At the time, Verdick said they
liked the sound of the name, but didn't

Theater grad presents one-act
By JENNIFER PETTIT
Asst. Variety Editor

A crowd of about 75 people,
mostly community members, gathered Friday Jan. 25 to see "A Seed of
Peace" in the Performing Arts Center.
The one act play, sponsored by
the communication and theater arts
department, Eirene Production and
the Wenonah Players, featured
Alfred A.E. Wolfram, a 1965 Winona
State University graduate.
The play, focused on the life of
Thomas Lurting.
Lurting was a sailor during the
mid-17th century who had to choose

between the way of the warrior, which
he had been committed to since the
age of 13, or the way of peace. Lurting
chose the way of peace. The play
documented some of the difficulties
he encountered because of his choice.
For instance,even though Lurting was
up front about his beliefs, his sincerity
was constantly tested.
In the end Lurting made a statement about the way he feels things
should happen, "there is no room for
fighting or submission."
This theme was echoed when Wolfram, in an aside from the play, spoke
about his own experiences. He reminisced about growing up in Winona,
his days at Winon State and fre-

quently add ressed audience members
by name. He said that after graduation from WSU he failed his military
physical and did not serve in Vietnam.
Instead, he wound up in Iowa teaching.
At the time he said he had mixed
feelings about Vietnam.
"I thought long and hard," Wolfram said. "I had to look inside myself
and believe what I thought was true."
In 1969 Wolfram attended a
"peaceful demonstration" at the Iowa
state capital. His picture was picked
up by three networks and disseminated over the evening news. Wol-

See theater, page 11
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Alfred A.E. Wolfram rehearses the one act play, 'A Seed of Peace," based on a true story.

Rob H. Sklenar/Wnonan Staff
Lead singer, Dan Verdick, was one of the original members of the band.

Student leads double life
Nontrad spends four days as student, three as
restauranteur at family owned supper club
By DAWN M. LECIAIRE
Special to the Winonan

She leads a double life. During
the week she is a college student at
Winona State University and on
weekends she's a businesswoman
in Chippewa Falls, Wis.
Rita Provoznik, a junior human
resource major, is a non-traditional
student who lives in Winona Monday through Thursday. She goes
home to Chippewa Falls, Wis.,
Thursday through Sunday where
she and her husband own a supper
club.
Provoznik works over 40 hours
on the weekend and takes 16 credits
during the week at WSU.
"I feel like I'm in two totally
different worlds," she said.
She's been in the restaurant
business for thirteen years.
Provoznik attended the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse 25 years
ago, for two years and University of
Wisconsin-Eau Claire for one year,
15 years ago.
She came to WSU because of the
new training and development minor in thebusiness department. The
minor addresses the corporate demand for well trained employees.
She explains, "I feel this program
is on the cutting edge of a new area
in business. There is going to be a
demand for this type of training."
Provoznik said that she always
wanted to return to college.
"This was also the first opportunity I could afford to pull away
from the business," she said.
Running both a business and
family always seemed difficult to
Provoznik. She has two children, a

with bold type and audio tapes to
study while she drives.
"I have to make that hour and a
half productive," she said.
As a non-traditional student
Provoznik doesn't have a negative
feeling about traditional students.
She said she feels the students who
are around the same age as her
daughter are "neat." She also sees
the traditional students as positive
and helpful.
Provoznik said she has at least 15
or more productive years in the
working world and her college degree and experiences will not go to
waste. She said, "Any type of education is positive."
In the past 20 years Provoznik
has enjoyed training employees
more than anything else in her
Rita Provoznik
business.
"I'm probably doing this backson 18, who is a high school senior
and a daughter 22, who attends the wards. I have 20 years in the work
place training people and now I'm
University of Wisconsin - OshKosh.
When Provoznik is home in going back to school to find out how
Chippewa Falls her time is open for to do it." she said.
family things. When she returns to
Besides her job and school,
Winona Sunday night, she becomes a
Provoznik likes being involved with
student again.
Provoznik's daughter is very sup- her home community and family.
portive of her going back to college. She is on the Chippewa Falls Board
She thinks it's "neat". Her son, on the of Education and a Wisconsin School
other hand, wasn't excited at first, but Board Association director. In Januhe has become supportive. ary1990 she earned a one-year apProvoznik considers being a stu- pointment to the Governor's Task
Force for schools of the 21st Century.
dent a real luxury.
"That doesn't mean I think being a
With her business, school, famstudent is easy, it's a lot of hard work,"
she said. "I guess it's a luxury to have ily and community activities
an opportunity to do this."
Provoznik doesn't have much spare
The hour and a half drive time time. When she does, her favorite
between Chippewa and Winona is thing to do is play golf.
her transition time. It's also time to
"I'd like to play golf everyday if
study.
Provoznik uses 3X5 index cards I could arrange it," she said.

•
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Credit for the greats goes to the
people behind the camera too
Film directors genius not secondary to actors' talents
By JOEL HESS
Movie Reviewer
When you go to see a movie you
go because of who is starring in it or
because the preview was really good.
Rarely do people see a movie on the
basis of who directed the film. You
can usually determine how good a
movie is going to be simply by the
director. This column is dedicated to
those who work behind the camera
and tell the stars in front of the camera what to do.
The Best:
Martin Scorsese Perhaps the best
of his time, Scorsese always extracts
the best performances from his actors. His favorite actor, Robert
DeNiro, has appeared in six of his
films including this year's Goodfellas.
His best work to date is the 1980 film
Raging Bull starring DeNiro who received the best actor award. Bull was
named the best film of the 1980's by
movie critics. Some of his other films
include: Taxi Driver, The Last Temptation of Christ, and The Color of Money,
Oliver Stone The man who
brought us Platoon and Born on the
Fourth of July is a respected screenwriter as well as a director. Like
Scorsese, Stone also brings out the
best in the people he directs. He di-

rected Michael Douglas to a best actor award and Tom Cruise to an Oscar nomination.
He is known for long shoots and a
lot of filmed scenes ending up on the
cutting room floor. His next film,The
Doors, is scheduled for release March
1
Barry Levinson His latest effort,
Avalon, solidified his position in the
rankings with Scorsese and Stone. He
doesn't take on the issues. Stone and
Scorsese do, but he takes on the
emotional side of the actor. He has
the ability to take little known actors
and turn them into stars.
Upon directing Dustin Hoffman
in Rain Man, Hoffman won Best Actor and Rain Man won Best Picture.
Avalon is the final, and best, installment of his Baltimore trilogy. His
two previous Baltimore movies
were:Tin Men with Danny DeVito
and Richard Dreyfuss and Diner
starring the little known Kevin Bacon
and Steve Guttenburg. The movies
about Baltimore are semi-autobiographical, and were written by
Levinson.
Francis Ford Coppola brought to
the screen the three Godfather epics.
Will there be a part four? Coppola
says no, but rumor has it the script is
already written. Known for being a
fighter, he rallied to have Brando in
the first movie and fought to have his
own daughter in part three. Outside
if his work on the Godfather movies his

film undertakings have been disappointments. It will be interesting to
see what he does after Godfather III.
The Money Makers:
Ivan Reitman This man has never
had a box-office bomb. All of his
movies have turned a very healthy
profit. He may not direct his actors to
the best actor award, but after the
receipts are in, who cares? His works
include: Ghostbusters I and II, Stripes,
Legal Eagles, Twins, and Kindergarten

Cop.
Steven Spielberg Is there life after the Indiana Jones trilogyand ET ?
The answer is yes. His current project,
Hook, stars Robin Williams and Dustin
Hoffman in a modern day tale of
Peter Pan.
One of the few directors who can
command a salary of $2 million dollars per picture, he's still a very busy
person in Hollywood and includes
producer on his resume.
On The Rise:
Tim Burton Burton is currently
the man with the golden touch in
Hollywood. His latest effort, Edward
Scissorhands (which I have yet to see),
remains in the top 10 this late in
January.
He also brought us a dark vision
of Gotham City in Batman and a weird
look at the afterlife in Beetlejuice. He
is quickly gaining respect as a director as you read this. At the age of 30 he
will be around for a long time. Later
this year Batman 2 goes into produc-

tion with Burton at the helm.
Penny Marshall She only has two
movies under her belt, but they both
have been successes and this year
with Awakenings she could become
the first woman to win the best director award. She also directed Big,
strarring Tom Hanks. She's a director
to be reckoned with in the future.
Stephen Frears He hit the jackpot
when he teamed John Malkovich,
Glenn Close and Michelle Pfeiffer in
Dangerous Liasons . This year he brings
us The Grifters starring John Cusack
(in his first adult role), Anjelica
Huston, and Annette Benning.
Rounding Out The Field:
Rob Reiner He isn't a Meathead
when it comes to movies. He gave us
the best adaptations of Stephen King
books in Misery and Stand By Me. He
also directed ... When Harry Met Sally
and The Princess Bride.
Ron Howard Another 70s television star that has turned director. He
made his debut with Night Shift
starring Michael Keaton, Henry
Winkler, and Shelly Long. He also
directed Gung Ho and Parenthood. This
summer he brings to the screen
Backdraft, a story about firefighters.
Brian DePalma His last two
movies have been disasters: The
Bonfire of the Vanities and Casualties of
War. He used to be the leader of the
"Hitchcock rip-off artists," but he
broke out of that mold when he scored
a hit with The Untouchables,
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miliar with the organization and feel comfortable in
attending meetings. The club is also tentatively planning a social gathering to be held off campus.

Club Purpose: The club exists to act as a support group
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$7.99 PIZZA FEAST

Club Size: The Nontraditional Student Club cur-

Get a medium pepperoni or sausage pizza feastI
for only $7.99. Order a second one for only I
I $4.00 more. I

for nontraditonal students- students age 24 and over. It rently has about 100 registered members.
will help students locate needed services such as tutoring
and computer labs that they may be unfamiliar with ,,ince
they don't have an orientation session similar to regular
How to Join: Nontraditional students can become
students.
active members of the club by stopping at the
nontradtional student office in the Smaug, contacting
Club Activities: Club activities include an open house Laura Ochry or by attending a meeting. The club's next
every quarter so nontraditionalstudents can become fa- meeting is Friday Feb. 8 at 12:00 in the club's office.
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Send a HEART to your

SWEETHETI!!
Send a message to that special
someone on Valentine's Day. Use a
heart to send a message to all your
friends who read the Winonan. All heart
messages will appear in a special
Valentine's section of the Winonan on
Feb. 14.

$2.00 per Heart

Cash only. Bring to the
Winonan office in the
lower hyphen by
Thursday January 30.
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Theater of The Mind to
give final performance

Singing for peace

Show centers around walls and windows
By STACY DAVIS
Special to the Winonan

Tamberlain Jacobs/Winonan staff
Liz Westley, freshman undecided major, holds a flag Saturday. About 75 people took part in the rally which
while singing with peace activists at the post office last was sponsored by Winona Area Voices for Peace.
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for the first time. They will be taking care of all
the designing, lights and sound. In the past it
was all done by Fusillo's class, she said.
In Mid-February, Theater of The Mind at
The performances have ranged from 9-45
Winona State University will be presented
numbers but are always an hour long.
for the final time.
The experience of this theatrical presentaVivian Fusillo, theater professor, at first
tion begins the moment the audience comes in
breathed a sigh of relief that this was the last
the door.
Theater of The Mind. She said, "It's very
A lobby show is also part of the presentaexhausting. It is a big deal every year, but this
tion. The theme is present there.
being the last makes it even bigger."
Everything from programs to costumes
Theater of The Mind uses oral interpretarevolve around the theme. "But what ever the
tion, art, dance, mime, music, film, slides,
theme, we try to carry it to the limit," Fusillo
acting, special affects and original and prosaid.
fessional scripts under the direction of Fusillo.
The class meets every day from 11 a.m.-1
Her Oral and Interpretation II class has
p.m. At first this is enough time to get ideas
been responsible for the production since 1970.
together.
Each year there are about 20-30 class mem"Later on, we have to go like crazy," she
bers. This year's presentation will be Feb.,
said.
14,15 and 16 at 7 and 9 p.m. in the Magnus
With evening rehearsals there is much to
Theater at WSU.
do as it gets closer to the performance, Fusillo
The theme for the final performance is
Said.
windows and walls. The walls will portray
"It is one big wonderful occasion," she
the walls of Europe which represent political
said. Everyone in the class is onvolved. She
and religious walls—that have "ears"— as well
said a lot of crazy things can happen and there
as brick walls that are
are always problems,
built around ourselves,
but it miraculously
Fusillo said.
comes together in the
A 2,000 year history
end.
of graffitti will be repre"They invent it all,
"It's very exhausting. It is
sented on the walls. Most
Fusillo said.
a
big
deal
every
year,
but
anything has to do with
Usually half the
walls and windows,
class has never seen a
this being the last makes
Fusillo added.
performance of Theit even bigger."
Many slides have
ater of The Mind so
been taken of area church
every time it is new
windows for the theme.
and
different.
Vivian Fusillo
Costmues and make-up
"Theorganization,
are also being designed
creation and discito represent windows.
pline they learn can
The first Oral Interbe applied to most
pretation class started
anything," she said.
with a left-over set and
Fusillo's office is
lots of ambition. Fusillo asked the theater
filled with scrap books and clippings from
department if her idea could be a puiblic
past performances. Looking back at them, she
performance. She was turned down. But, she
recalls pieces from past presentations.
felt it was worth doing and financed the per"I remember not only the end presentaformance herself.
tions, but the way we got here too," she said.
The large crowd the performance drew
She fondly recalls the performance in 1986
made it very successful. This proved that it
on Water. All the publicity shots were taken
was worth carrying out each year as a public
underwater in the swimming pool. She had
perfromance.
dreamed of doing the entire performance in
The success of the first year has continued.
the pool, but exceptions had to be made.
There is never an empty seat in the presentaFusillo also recalled looking through attics
tions, Fusillo said.
in town. This was done for the 1975 presentaEach year the class chooses a theme and it
tion Voices in the Attic. We needed to get
is usually associated with world events, she
ideas and see what people had in their attics,
said. Students find, write, borrow or change
she said.
scripts and stories about the theme. Usually
The reason that this will be the conclusion
there are about 40 pages of ideas gathered.
for Theater of The Mind, is the many departFrom these the class decides which ones to
mental changes and Fusillo has also applied
use, Fusillo said.
for a sabbatical.
How to get the theme across in perfor"It feels like my funeral," she said. as the
mances is the next question the class faces.
time of final presentation of her Theater of The
- The many different talents of the students are
Mind grows near.
listed and matched to the basket of ideas they
She will miss it because it is part of her. She
have gathered, she said.
said, "There is nothing else like it I do."
Many different themes have been used
over the years like: Dreams, Magic, Eyes,
The final presentation will be a grand fiHeroes, Hats, Water, Choices and Changes
nale and reunion as well. Past performers are
and Food, just to name a few.
welcomed back to say goodbye to Theater of
The music has also been a wide variety. It
The Mind, she said.
uses anything from live bands, recorded music to just piano.
Tickets are $3 for the general public, $2 for
This last presentation will also be a first.
students, staff and seniors. Call 457-5235 for
The production class will be designing the set
more information and reservations.
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continued from page 9
fram said the principal of the school
where he was teaching, "called me a
communist, threatened to fire me and
later offered to kill me with his bare
hands."
Wolfram applied this example to
the present situation in the Persian
Gulf.
'Thebig questions are always there.
But you and I never know when we're
going to be put to the test," he said.
He said that he found courage in
the example of Thomas Lurting and
summed up the play by ending, "As
Thomas Lurting said, 'We must follow
our conscience' and that's what I've
tried to do for the last 25 years."
Wolfram said the play was conceived before the current situation in
the Persian Gulf came to blows as a
community effort, however, Friday
night's performance was a difficult
one.
"First, because it is always tough to
come home and second because this is
the first time the play has been performed since war broke out," he said.
The play, which is dedicated to
Jacque Reidelberger and Vivian
Fusillo, with a special mention to
David Bratt, opened in Minneapolis
and will continue touring colleges,
universities and religious institutions.
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_ports
Warrior men's basketball
team splits conference games
Lingenfelser leads WSU to first NIC victory
By JONATHAN MAZE
Winonan Staff

Rob H. Sklenar/Winonan Staff

Northern State Wolves surround Senior Darren
Miller after he made a move toward the

basket last Friday night. WSU fell to Northern
State 69-67.

"The ball finally bounced our way against Moorhead."

No matter what anyone may say about
the Winona State University men's basketball team, nobody can say that their
games lack excitement.
In five games against Northern
Intercollegiate Conference opponents, four
of them have been decided by five points
or less.
The games this week were no exception. In two games against Northern State
University and Moorhead State University, the total difference in points was four,
with both games keeping people on their
feet until the final buzzer had sounded.
The lone difference this week was that
the Warriors were on the winning end of
one of those games, beating Moorhead
State Saturday 76-74.
"The ball finally bounced our way
against Moorhead," Warrior coach Jerry
Nauman said.
The Dragons had led 52-42 with 16
minutes to go when WSU went on a 12-2
run to tie the game on an Anthony Scott
lay-up that made the score 54-54. The run
included 10 unanswered points.
Ralph Western of MSU missed a jumpshot with five seconds to go that would
have tied the game and put it into overtime, something else the Warriors are all
too use to, however, the shot went off the
back of the rim. An MSU player got the
rebound, but guard Tom Brown stole the
ball and ran down the clock.
In yet another bright spot for the Warriors, power forward Matt Lingenfelser
broke out of a terrible scoring slump in
which he managed to score a total of 11
points in his previous three games. This is
from a player who averages 14.1 a game.
The slump resulted in coach Nauman
benching the sophomore for a good part of
Friday's Northern State game.
Lingenfelser scored a game-high 23 points

Jerry Nauman
against MSU.
"I think he was shellshocked from the
Duluth game," Nauman said.
Lee McIntosh led the Dragons with 23
points and Western added 17. Senior
guard Darren Miller chipped in 22 for
the Warriors.
The MSU game came after the Warriors couldn't pull away from Northern
State University in a close second half
and wound up being upended by the
Wolves 69-67 Friday night atTalbot Gym.
The Warriors missed their first 7 shots
as Northern State jumped out to an 8-0
lead. WSU, however slowly battled back
and finally took the lead 29-26 with 4:28
to go in the first half.
"We didn't start off very well,"
Nauman said. "I don't know why but we
always seem to start off the game down
by 10 or 12 points and having to battle
back."
WSU, after taking the lead in the first
half, retained the lead until the 12:04
mark of the second half, when the
Wolves' Chad Bergen converted a free
throw to make the score 55-54. The two
teams exchanged a couple of baskets
until a huge slam dunk by NSU forward
Sarge Grimes that gave the Wolves the
lead for good at 59-58.
"My kids played very hard tonight,
Nauman said. "I'm very proud of my
players."
The Warriors did tie the game at 67-67
on a basket by Scott with 58 seconds left
in the game. Two free throws by NSU's
Donny Godel gave the Wolves back the

lead. Grimes then missed two more free
throws with 7 seconds left. Scott came up
with the rebound, ran down the court,
passing the ball to Brown. The pass, however, was intercepted by a Wolves player
who held onto the ball to end the game.
Brown led the Warriors with 21 points.
Yet, only 2 of them came in the last 15
minutes of the game.
"They changed the defense on him in
the second half," Nauman said. "Brown
just didn't adjust."
WSU failed to stop the Wolves inside
threat in Grimes, who had 14 points, eight
rebounds, two blocked shots and center
Doug Victor, who led all scorers with 24
points and grabbed nine rebounds. The
Wolves just kept feeding the ball to a free
Victor in the paint for an easy shot.
Miller added 16 points and two
blocked-shots and Pat Thorsell added 10
points for WSU.
With the 1-1 week, the Warrior's record
is now 1-4 in the NIC and 7-13 overall on
the season .
WSU played UM-Morris last night and
next goes to Southwest State University
for a rematch of the NIC opener on Saturday and then it goes to LaCrosse for a
game against University of WisconsinLaCrosse on Monday.

WSU women's basketball team Warrior track still winless in conference play teams begin
By TONY TORTORELLO

Ryan leads Warriors in first meet

Asst. Sports Editor

Opportunity was knocking at the Talbot
Gymnasium doors this past weekend, but
the Winona State University women's basketball team failed to answer.
On Jan. 25 and 26, the Warriors played
Northern Sun Conference foes Moorhead
State University and the University of Minnesota-Morris. WSU entered this past weekend with a 10-game losing streak and 5-11
record overall.
In the first half against Moorhead, WSU
was in a 2-3 zone to counter the Dragons
height advantage. Both teams traded leads
early in the game, with Moorhead playing an
aggressive man to man defense.
The Warriors were ahead 21-20 midway
through the half but were not taking a lot of
outside opportunities. Senior Lisa Parsons
cut the lead to six points 34-28 on a free
throw. The turnovers on the fast break hurt
WSU, which put the Warriors down 38-31 at
the half.
"We were outrebounded, and we simply
can't match up to taller teams," said Coach
Alice Simpson. 'There was a 17 inch difference in the starting teams tonight."
WSU started off the second half with an
inside bucket from Karri Teske, the Dragons
then countered with a three point field goal
to put them ahead 38-33. Moorhead then
began increasing their lead with an aggressive
defense. The Dragons led by 14 points at one
point in the second half.
The closet WSU came was four points late
in the half but couldn't hold on as MSU
increased their lead and won 88-77.
Coach Simpson said, "Tonight's game was
tolerable because we didn't have to dig ourselves back into the game. Our guards have
not been giving us a consistent 40 minutes,
which the team needs."
Parsons led the Warriors with 21 points
while Teske and Kelly Mann added 12 points
apiece and Julie Hunger had 10.
That opponent was the University of Minnesota-Morris, who battled through Winona
State's man-to-man to lead at half 42-37. The
second half saw the Warriors taking the lead
several times but they couldn't make the
shots fall. WSU lost 75-69.
"We just need more confidence, we
couldn't rely on some of our players down at
the end of the game," Coach Simpson said.
Lisa Parsons made 12 of her 19 free throws
and was 8-10 from the free throw line to
finish with a game-high 32 points. Other
Warriors in double figures were Hunger with
12 points. Michelle Ellinghuysen added nine
points and a game high 11 rebounds.
The Warriors (0-6, 5-13) are home on
Friday and Saturday as they take on UMDuluth on Friday (7:30 p.m.) and Northern
State on Saturday at 3 p.m.

By BRYAN LE MONDS

would not happen in her life time.
Moravec also said that the low
numbers are also due to the women
The Winona State University wanting to experience something
women's head trackcoach will have new. 'The girls I have talked to that
more to do this year besides coach- ran in high school for four years
ing. She will have to start remem- want to do new things," Moravec
bering new names and trying to said. She said that theathletes come
get more names to remember. to college and think that sports will
The 1991 women's track and inhibit new experience at college.
field team will be a small young This is not true, though track consumes time, most of the athletes at
and inexperienced team, but will
Winona State are involved in many
still have an optimistic out look.
other activities besides their sport."
Head coach Marge Moravec said
Assistant coach Beth Howe said
the low number of turnouts will
that a lot of the athletes were inelihurt the team in scoring, but the
team she has should compensate Bible this indoor season because of
credits.
with the talent.
"A lot of freshman were misinMoravec said the low number
of turnouts results from many fac- formed by their counselors about
what classes to take in high school,"
tors, and track is not the only
Howe said.
women's sport affected.
Howe also said that a lot of ath"We keep recruiting, and keep
letes are out for the indoor season
in touch with athletes, but we do
not have the money for the scholar- because of injuries. "Beeause of
ships to compete with the other this, we are doing a lot more excl .cises to cut down on injuries, such
schools that do," Moravec said.
as plyometrics. Instead of running
She said another variable is that
everyday in the gym o r outside on
the track facilities are sub-par.
the ice, we are working in
"It is hard to recruit an athlete
when we do not have an outdoor plyometrics (leg exercises that
strengthen legs) along with the
track and share with the high
school," she said.
r 'ling.
"The track facility is so far down
the list, we will need a telescope to
look up," she said. She said the
See Women's track, page 13
chances of getting a new facility

Winonan Staff

Men's relay sets school record
By JIM ANDERSON
Sports Editor

Rob H. Sklenar/Wlnonan Staff

Lisa Parsons reaches to block the shot of a Moorhead State player last Friday night.

The Winona State University
track team started the season last
Saturday with an indoor meet
against Hamline University, St.
Cloud State University, Mankato
State University and the University
of Wisconsin-River Falls.
No team scores were kept.
"I thought it looked a lot like a
first meet," men's track coach Daryl
Henderson said. "We had a lot of
rough edges and we have a lot to
work on."
Leading the way for the Warriors was 4 *800 relay team of Marc
Moore, Bryan Le Monds, Wade
Bergner and Richard Gordon, who

broke the school record in a time of
8:31.4. They finished in third
place.
"I was happy they broke it, but I
was surprised they didn't break it
by more," Henderson said.
Other Warrior finishers were
Bergner, who finished second in the
3,000 meter run in a time of 9:07. Le
Monds also placed third in the 800
with a time of 2:00.8.
Tim Brown led the field events
with a toss of 45-feet-3 in the shot
put and Ron Zebro, who took third
in the high jump of 6-2.
Henderson said the field events
need a lot of work.

See Men's track, page 13
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Ultimate Frisbee to
donate to Emergency
Food Shelf program

Gymnastics
team defeats
Illinois State
University

Other WSU groups expected to help
By AMY ROBERTSON
Special to the Winonan

Ultimate Frisbee players at Winona State
University will be donating to the Emergency Food Shelf program at the annual
Play Your Hearts Out Tournament in February.
This is the first year the tournament has
sponsored giving to a charity, said Greg
Glaser, coach of the Kling Onz, the men's
team. Glaser graduated from Winona State
University with a major in psychology and
is now a graduate student.
The Emergency Food Shelf program gives
food to people who have none in the Winona
county, said John Brauch, director of Winona
Volunteer Services. The program is part of
the volunteer services.
Other Winona State groups, like the
Student Senate and the women's basketball
team have given their proceeds to the program in order for us to go and buy food, said
Brauch.
"Getting the donation from the frisbee
team is definitely a different source of support because they are giving us the actual
food," Brauch said.
Brauch said there are 300 Emergency
Food Shelf programs in Minnesota.
Glaser said each member of the Midwest
teams participating in the tournament must
bring a canned good as part of the entry fee.
"We got the idea of donating to Food
Shelf from other ultimate Frisbee teams and
decided it would be nice to help out the
needy in Winona," Glaser said.
Material volunteer services have been
coming in the mail and the tournament was
a good opportunity to do so, Glaser said.
Glaser hopes that people who come to
watch the tournament will also bring in
canned goods to help the needy.
"With nine teams we can expect about
150 cans and it would be nice to donate even
more," Glaser said.
Nine teams from the Midwest will be
participating in the tournament, including
the Kling Onz and Winona State's women's
team, the Bad Monaz, he said.
The nine teams include men and women
from Madison, Minneapolis, Milwaukee,
and Chicago.
The team from Minneapolis is a middle
aged men's club team called the Buddah
Boys, he added.

Send your
SWEETHEART a
message with a
WINONAN HEART
advertisement.

The hearts will appear
in the paper on
Thursday, Feb. 14th.
The cost is only $2 per
heart.
Stop by the Winonan office
in the lower hyphen of
Kryzsko Commons with
your message or call
457-5677.

NANNIES NEEDED
Well known agency has the
perfect job for you in Connecticut. Loving families, top salaries,
room and board, air fare paid.
CARE FOR KIDS, Dept. W PO
Box 27 Rowayton, CT 06853,
(203) 852-8111.
NANNIES
Be a Nanny: Come experience
life in the EAST, while doing
something you enjoy-- caring for
kids! Call now for an application.
Nannie Network, Inc.
1-800-US-NANNY
Thinking of taking some time off
from school? We need
MOTHER'S HELPERS/NANNIES. We have prescreened
families to suit you. Live in the
exciting New York City suburbs.
We are established since 1984
and have a strong support
network. 1-800-222-XTRA.
Addressers wanted immediately!
No experience necessary.
Excellent payl Work at home,
Call toll-free: 1-800-395-3283
COLLEGE REP to deliver
"Student Rate" subscription
cards on campus. Good income,
no selling involved. Application
from: CAMPUS SERVICE, 1024
W. Solar Dr., Phoenix, AZ.
85021.

The tournament was started by the
Kling Onz five years ago because of a
needed indoor tournament. There are only
three indoor tournaments in the Midwest.
The Bad Monaz have been playing in
the tournament for three years, but it is
mostly dominated by the men, said
Stephanie Scher, psychology major at WSU.
Scher is co-captain of the Monaz and is
helping to coordinate the tournament.
Scher said the donation to the Food
Shelf should give the Frisbee teams a good
name because they are helping out the
community.
"The tournament is a typical event for
the frisbee teams, but hopefully it will be
different now that we are giving it to charity," Seher said.
Jen Smith, advertising major said giving
to the Food Shelf is good at this time of war.
Smith is another co-captain of the Monaz.
"People will be going to the Mideast
and money will be tight, meaning more
food will be needed and I believe in some
way our donations will help," Smith said.
James W. Bovinet, assistant professor of
marketing at WSU is the advisor for both
frisbee teams.
Bovinet said giving to charities is typical of other sports teams so it shouldn't be
that different for the Kling Onz and the
Monaz.
Giving canned goods is good for the
team so they are involved with the community, Bovinet said.
Bovinet said he is not helping in the
tournament because he knows the team
members can handle it themselves.
"The players area good group of people.
This is my first time as their advisor and I
am fascinated by the sport," he added.
Being an advisor, Bovinet said he has to
be there so the players can use the gym in
the winter months.
The tournament takes place on 51 eb. 16
and 17 in the McCown gym.
Ultimate Frisbee is a combination of
soccer, football, and basketball, said Seher.
Ultimate is played by the spirit of the
game with no referees, she added.

By JIM ANDERSON
Sports Editor

The Winona State University gymnastic team turned
In a solid performance on Saturday afternoon at
McCown Gymnasium as it defeated Division I opponent
Illinois State University 176.95-175.85.
"Anytime you beat a Division I team it's great,"
assistant coach Ken Gibson said. "It was also one of our
most consistent meets of the year."
Last year the Warriors lost to Illinois State by one
point.
Junior Nikki Setnicker led the Warriors as she won
the floor exercise (9.45) and all-around (36.75). She also
placed second on the bars (9.3) and the vault (8.95) and
was third on the beam with a 9.05.

"The team unity was there and it is
really fun at a meet when the team
pulls together like it did."
Ken Gibson

There has been a Kling Onz team for 12
years and a Bad Monaz team for three
years.
Nikki Setnicker finished first in the all-around competition scoring 36.75.

Women's track—
Continued from page 12
The team consists of one senior,
threejuniors, seven sophomores and
nine freshman. Nine of them will
compete in the indoor season. The
other 11 will sit out the indoor season because of injuries and ineligibility.
Because of these injuries, Moravec
said that she altered some of her
short-term goals.
"For indoor, I just want to keep
everyone healthy and see progressive improvement before the outdoor season," she said and predicted
that the two seasons will be like night
and day.
"I think it is just a bad year for us
as a team for the indoor season, but
I am sure we can do some positive
things during indoor," Moravec said.
Although inexperience has its
negatives, Moravec finds positive

Child Care/Nannies
Terrific positions/Great pay/Fine
homes/ New York area.
Nannies N More, Inc.
Call nowl 1-800-444-5899

SUMMER JOBS
Rocky Mtn resorts looking for
Midwest students!
Over 800 jobs!
Get your application, preparation
guide. names and addresses to
35 resorts.They've entrusted
"Summer Jobs" to find students.
Send $9.95, name, address, and
school to:
Summer Jobs, Box 47961,
Mpls, MN 55447
200-500 Summer Camp
Positions Available
Staff referral Services provides a
network of camps, now hiring,
from the "keys" to WisconsinMinn. One application reaches
all camps. Applications at the
Student Employment Office.

GET YOUR DREAM JOBS
NOW! 100's of address/tel.
#s of JOBS OPEN IN PARADISE. Calif/Fla/Natl. Pks/
Cruise/Rafting. for Spring/
summer. HAVE A PAID
VACATION. CALL 1-900226-2644. $3/min.

sides of the situation.
She said that this year's team is
stronger in a variety of events and
can concentrate on scoring in a lot
more events.
"Everyone on this team is on the
same level, they are either young or
are first-year runners," Moravec said.
'This will cause the team to learn
together and this will promote more
closeness that a team needs to be
successful," Moravec said.
Moravec also said that her coaching style will have to change a little
bit. "We have to have more patience
with these young talented athletes,
because everything is new for most
of the team, " she said.
But besides these deterrents,
Moravec said the future is bright for
the Warriors.
"We have a lot more kids than
last year and gained more ability in
talent," Moravec said.
She said one of her long-term
goals is to improve from last year.
The team managed a sixth place

finish in the Northern Sun Conference indoor meet and a tie for fifth
place in the outdoor meet.
Moravec believes she can accomplish their goals with a young and
inexperienced team. 'There is a lot
of inexperience, but if we can channel it in the right direction, we can be
very successful,'" She said.
Top prospects for 1991 include
Maureen Ryan in the 400 meter dash.
She was a conference champion at
St. Joseph High in Kenosha, Wis.
Also expected to help the Warriors
are Cheryl Costello, Kendra Larson
and Carla Weller, who will anchor
the middle distance that is expected
to head the way for the Warriors.
Moravec said that they all had fine
cr03s-country seasons and will build
c3, , 'hat.
he teams' long term goal is to
place higher at conference than last
se,.son and to qualify some athletes
to the National Intercollegiate Athletic Association championships that
are held in Tarelton, Texas.

ALASKA NOW HIRING
Logging, const., fishing,
nurses, teachers, etc. Up to
$7,000 mth. CALL NOW!
206-748-7544 Ext. A - 86.

Best Fundraiser On Campus!
Is your fraternity, sorority or
club interested in earning
$500.00 to $1,000.00 for a
one week, on-campus
marketing project? You must
be well organizied and hard
working. Call Lena at (800)
592-2121, ext. 115.

WOMPO

RESEARCH PAPERS
19,278 to choose from — all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COO

Toll Free
Hot Line

800-351-0222
in Calif./213)477-8228

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available—all levels

Professional Pa ers, Inc.
/1,000'S Research Papers On-File!

Custom Writing Also!!!

(Rush Service)

Send $2.00 or Call For A Catalogue.
MC • VISA • AMEX •■■• 1-800-447-2431
10815 Santa Monica Blvd. (0201) W. to An cies, CA 90025

RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW!

DAYTONA BEACH

„ „,$119 *

7 NIGHTS

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND , „,$129 *
5 AND 7 NIGHTS
STEAMBOAT
„ 596'
2, 5 AND 7 NIGHTS

„ $137*

FORT LAUDERDALE
7 NIGHTS

$124'

PANAMA CITY BEACH
7 NIGHTS

CORPUS CHRISTI /
MUSTANG ISLAND
5 AND 7 NIGHTS

•

„. „$108 *

HILTON
HEAD ISLAND „ „,$112 *
5 AND 7 NIGHTS
CALL TOLL FREE TODAY

1-800-321-5911

Gibson said the Warriors performed well as a team.
"The team unity was there and it is really fun at a
meet when the team pulls together like it did," he said.
Junior Sara Nast also turned in an outstanding
performance as she tied the school record and won the
bars with a 9.5.
"Sara did an outstanding job on bars with the 9.5
and the bars were definitely our best event," Gibson
said.
Other Warriors placing for WSU were Shannon
Hayes, who finished third in the floor with a 9.15 and
Michelle Van Duyse, who was third on the bars with a
9.25.
"Our vaulting was more consistent than in the past
even though the scores were a little lower than we
would have liked, " Gibson said.
WSU returns to action this Saturday when it takes
part in the UW-La Crosse Invitational at 1 p.m.
After the La Crosselnvitational, the Warriors travel
to Gustavus Adolphus College in St. Peter, Minn. on
Feb. 8.
The Warriors then host the University of Alaska on
Feb. 13. Both meets start at 7:15 p.m.

The Warriors started their quest
at the University of Wisconsin-River
Falls open last Saturday.
Winona State competed against
UW-River Falls and Hamline University.
The meet kept no team scores.
Freshman Maureen Ryan lead the
Warriors by winning the 400 meters
in 1:03. This was Ryan first collegiate meet and missed the indoor
400 meter record that was set in 1983.
Dannette Holland also led the
warriors by placing second in the
3,000 meters (12:46).
Other seconds were Barb Trampel
in the 55 hurdles (8.0 seconds), and
Kathy Perrizo in the 200 hurdles
(33.8) and the 55 hurdles (10.1).
Head coach Marge Moravec said
the meet :went well for a first meet.
"The expectations were me t
and I thought we ran well," Moravec
said. "It gave the runners a chance to
see where they are at and I think they
were in better shape than they
thought they were."

CM l's Top 5 List for going to
South Padre this Spring
Break.
5) Drinking on the beach is
legal.
4) Mexico is 20 min. away.
3) Mexico's drinking age is
18.
2) 68 miles of beaches and
plenty of sun.
1) Para sailing, jet skiing,
deep sea fishing, windsurfing,
horse-back riding, The turle
lady and of course, partying.
Don't get left in the cold Come party in South Padre!
Spend eight fun filled days/ 7
endless nights at the newly
decorated/furnished Holiday
Inn on the beach. Free pool
deck parties, discounts,
hourly buses to Mexico and
much more! Lodging is only
$229 and round trip motor
coach is only $115. Call now
to reserve your place in the
sun! Call Kelly @ 452-3144.

'Depending on break axes and length :e•I SLID

Spring Break Mazatlan: Trip
incls air, 7nts Idg, free nightly
beer party, dsct cpns, beach
evts. Mnpls dept. $419.00.

Lost. One Text Book.
Physc. of Women by Mandalin.
If found call Winonan office at
457-5677.

Lost
One set of keys. Contact Bill
at maintenance. 457-5045.

The Warriors compete in the St.
Cloud State Invitational this Saturday.

Men's track
Continued from page 12
"I think we realized that we have
to work on our field events," he said.
Henderson also said that Zebro
was a surprise.
"Ron had a good day and was a
surprise," he said.
Despite Bergner's second-place
finish, Henderson was happy with
his performance.
"Wade wasn't healthy going into
the race, and if he's healthy he's
okay," Henderson said. "Once he
gets going, he'll be alright."
WSU competes in the University
of Wisconsin-La Crosse Open on Friday.

To the men of Pi Lambda Phi
and TKE, Sorry we missed
your meetings. Thanks for
everything Sigma Consultants.
Hey Circle K er's:
Thanks for helping me pay
for districts. You are great!
Thanks, Shelia
Sigmas! You've done a great
job, we are proud of you!
Sigma love, Chrissy & Karen.
SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA
Congratulations & good luck.
The men of
PI Lambda Phi, Fraternally.
Mark,
I am looking for an escort to
the beach. Do you have any
plans 7-18?
Loves and prunes,
Your STB Seeley.

Advertise in
the Winonan
call 457-5677
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MOVIE TICKETS

CHUCK
RO ST

THIS WEEK'S FEATURE:

"The Witches"

126 East 5th Street

7 a.m. to 10 p.m. - 7 Days A Week
/MEW

FREE

FOR SATURDAY & SUNDAY'S
FAMILY MATINEE SERIES

"Wi none 's Largest Locally Owned Super Market"

"WE'RE YOUR
CENTER FOR"
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WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY

MOOSE
BROTHERS PIZZA iTor"
Great

Restaurant Style Pizza Made Fresh Every Day OF
The Week. Take It Home Piping Hot or Bake It Yourself.

AVAILABLE
B
TOPPINGS •

• Italian Sausage • Ripe Olives
• Pepperoni
• Mushrooms
• Beef
• Green Peppers
Canadian Bacon • Onions

Check Out These Great Everyday Prices!
Single Topping Pizza
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